
1 Continuous Symmetries in PhysicsThis course is a monographic series of lectures discussing examples of continuous symmetries inphysics as opposed to discrete symmetries. The course will consist of one hourlectures in English with accompanying notes. The level will be appropriate to �fth year and graduatestudents and will assume a prior course in quantum mechanics. Among the subjects to be covered willbe:- 1. Symmetries of the classical one-dimensional harmonicoscillator.2. Second quantisation representation of the Lie groupsSO(3) and SO(2; 1).3. Application to the calculation of the energy levels ofhydrogenic atoms and harmonic oscillators.4. Solutions for other potential forms. (eg. Morse, Davidson potentials etc.)5. Non-compact groups and the n-dimensional harmonicoscillator.6. SO(4) models of doubly excited states of atoms.I anticipate a maximum of eight students in which case the classes will take place in my o�ce.The time of the initial meeting will be posted and will be subject to change if required to avoid clasheswith other lectures. If you are interested in this course please see me in my o�ce (Room 485) for furtherdetails. B. G. Wybourne



2 Continuous Symmetries I.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandIt has been rumoured that the \group pest" is gradually beingcut out of quantum physics|H. Weyl The Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics,1930We wish �nally to make a few remarks concerning the place ofthe theory of groups in the study of the quantum mechanicsof atomic spectra. The reader will have heard that this math-ematical discipline is of great importance for the subject. Wemanage to get along without it.| E. U. Condon and G. H. Shortley Theory of Atomic Spectra,1935DisclaimerThese notes are intended only as a guide and a summary of class discussions. They reect myview that lectures should outline a path but that ultimately the student's main task is to learn to teachthemselves and to become independent of the teacher. References are given to encourage independentstudy. Symmetries of the Classical One-Dimensional Harmonic OscillatorIntroductionThese notes largely follow Wulfman and Wybourne1 and references therein. The classical har-monic oscillator in one-dimension is a feature of most elementary physics courses. The motion is governedby one of the simplest di�erential equations encountered in physics courses. In appropriate units the New-tonian of Lagrange equation of motion isd2xdt2 + x = 0; or �x+ x = 0 (1)Such a simple equation hides many symmetries associated with the one-dimensional harmonicoscillator(HO). If I translate the HO in time I �nd the form of the equation of motion is unchanged eventhough (x; t) have changed. View the HO though a magnifying glass and the period of the motion isunchanged, likewise make a movie of the HO �lming on an appropriate curved surface and again the formof the motion is unchanged.Clearly we need some procedure that will expose all the possible symmetries that leave theequation of motion form invariant. To that end we seek those in�nitesimal transformations of thevariables x; t that leave the equation of motion form invariant and hence interconvert its solutions.A general method was developed by Sophus Lie over a century ago2 and takes us into the theory ofgroup transformations. The key concept is that of in�nitesimal transformations and in particular pointtransformations.In�nitesimal TransformationsHere we are interested in transformations that carry a point (x; t) into a point (x0; t0) such thatx0 = �(x; t; a0 + �a) t0 = 	(x; t; a0 + �a) (2)The quantity a is a parameter such that for the identity transformation x = �(x; t; a0) and t = 	(x; t; a0).An in�nitesimal transformation corresponds to a transformation that is in�nitesimally close to to theidentity. Thus the in�nitesimal change in x and t due to an in�nitesimal change �a in the parameter ais given by �x = ��a �t = ��a (3)



3 where � = �(x; t) = �@�@a�a0 � = �(x; t) = �@	@a �a0 (4)If f(x; t) is an analytic function of x; t then under an in�nitesimal transformation�f = Uf�a (5)where U = � @@x + � @@t (6)The particular di�erential equation of interest, Eq.(1), is of second order and it is necessary to considerthe second extension of the point transformation of Eq.(2). The in�nitesimal operator U 00 of the secondextended transformation has been given by Lie2 asU 00 = U + �0 @@ _x + �00 @@�x (7)where �0 = �x�a = @�@t +� @�@x � @�@t� _x��@�@x� _x2 (8)and �00 = ��x�a= @2�@t2 +�2 @2�@x@t � @2�@t2 � _x+ �@2�@x2 � 2 @2�@x@t� _x2 ��@2�@x2� _x3 + �@�@x � 2@�@t � 3 _x@�@x� �x (9)Equations (7) to (9) look somewhat formidable, particularly as we are looking at one of the simplest ofdi�erential equations. This has lead to the development of many algebraic programmes for studying morecomplex di�erential equations3.Invariance of the Equation of MotionThe equation of motion (1) will be form invariant if and only ifU 00(�x+ x) = 0 whenever �x+ x = 0 (10)which leads to the condition� + @2�@t2 �� @�@x � 2@�@t�x+ �2 @2�@x@t � @2�@t2 + 3x@�@x� _x+� @2�@x2 � 2 @2�@x@t� _x2 ��@2�@x2� _x3 = 0 (11)Our conditional equation must be satis�ed for all values of the variables. This means that the followingfour equations must be satis�ed:- @2�@x2 = 0 (12a)@2�@x2 � 2 @2�@x@t = 0 (12b)2 @2�@x@t � @2�@t2 + 3x@�@x = 0 (12c)� + @2�@t2 � x @�@x + 2x@�@t = 0 (12d)The above four equations can be integrated to giveU = 8Xi=1 biXi (13)



4 where the bi are integration constants and the Xi are a set of eight operators which we may take asX1 = (1 + x2) sin t @@x � x cos t @@tX2 = (1� x2) sin t @@x + x cos t @@tX3 = (1 + x2) cos t @@x + x sin t @@tX4 = (1� x2) cos t @@x � x sin t @@tX5 = @@tX6 = x @@xX7 = x cos 2t @@x + sin 2t @@tX8 = �x sin 2t @@x + cos 2t @@t (14)Note that the above operators may be replaced by any linearly independent linear combination of them.We can exploit this freedom to choose a linear combination leading to a set of 8 operators that closeunder commutation to form a particular Lie algebra which we shall shortly identify.The Commutators [Xi; Xj]The eight in�nitesimal operators close under commutation and thus should be associated withsome Lie algebra. We have [Xi; Xj ] = ckijXk i; j; k = 1; : : : ; 8 (15)where the ckij are known as the structure constants of the algebra.Commutation relations of the In�nitesimal Operators XiXi XjX1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8X1 0 X7 � 3X6 X5 X8 �X3 X2 �X2 �X8X2 �X7 + 3X6 0 �X8 �X5 �X4 X1 �X1 �X3X3 �X5 X8 0 �X7 � 3X6 X1 X4 X4 �X2X4 �X8 X5 X7 + 3X6 0 X2 X3 X3 �X1X5 X3 X4 �X1 �X2 0 0 2X8 �2X7X6 �X2 �X1 �X4 �X3 0 0 0 0X7 X2 X1 �X4 �X3 �2X8 0 0 �2X8X8 X4 X3 X2 X1 2X7 0 2X5 0 (16)Inspection of the above table of commutators shows that there is a non-trivial subalgebra involv-ing the three in�nitesimal operators fX1; X3; X5g. Commutation relations of the Three-paramter



5 subalgebraXi XjX1 X3 X5X1 0 X5 �X3X3 �X5 0 X1X5 X3 �X1 0 (17)Identi�cation of the Lie AlgebraLet us de�ne a metric tensor4;5 gij = cmjkckjm (18)Using the structure constants given in Eq.(16) we �nd that gij is diagonal withgii = (+12 i = 2; 4; 7; 8+ 4 i = 6�12 i = 1; 3; 5 (19)Note that the metric tensor is inde�nite allowing us to conclude that the Lie algebra is that of a Liegroup that is non-compact6. Furthermore det gij 6 0 and hence the algebra satis�es Cartan's requirementfor a Lie algebra to be semisimple. To identify the algebra more closely we may cast the algebra intostandard Cartan-Weyl form4�6 by forming appropriate linear combinations of the Xi leading to the eightoperators:- H1 = (i=2) @@t H2 = 12p3x @@xE� = e�2it �i @@t + x @@x� E�� = e2it �i @@t � x @@x�E� = e�it �x2 @@x + ix @@t� E�� = eit @@xE = @@x E� = eit �x2 @@x � ix @@t� (20)The two fH1;H2g form a maximal self-commuting set known as the Cartan subalgebra and veri�es thatthe Lie algebra is of rank 2. The six shift operators are indexed by the roots ��;��;� which arerespectively (�1; 0); (�12 ;�12p3); (�12 ;�12p3) (21)This is precisely the root structure expected for the non-compact real form of Cartan's A2 algebra. Interms of Lie groups this gives two possible non-compact candidates, SU (2; 1) or SL(3; R). Of these onlySL(3; R) contains the compact subgroup SO(3).The three operators fX1; X3; X5g form a compact subalgebra with a negative de�nite metricgij = �2�ij(i; j = 1; 3; 5) (22)which indeed may be identi�ed with the Lie group SO(3). Note that the complete identi�cation requiresconsideration of the relevant parameter space 1.ExerciseEvaluate the commutators [Hi; Em] and [Em; En] and verify Eq.(21).Finite TransformationsDi�erent linear combinations of the generators Xi are generators of di�erent in�nitesimal and�nite transformations. The e�ect of a �nite transformation may be determined either by exponentiationof the in�nitesimal operaotrs or by integration of the system of di�erential equationsdx0�(x0; t0) = dt0�(x0; t0) = da (23)



6 Thus we readily obtain for X5 x0 = x t0 = t+ a (24)allowing us to interpret X5 as involving the invariance of the equation of motion, Eq.(1), with respect totime translations. This implies that if f(t) is any solution of the equation of motion thenf(t � �) = f(t + �) (25)for any choice of t. The motion is cyclic with a period 2� and as far as the oscillator is concerned t+2� = twhich is why oscillators are used as clocks!Likewise for X6 we �nd for a �nite transformationx0 = xea t0 = t (26)involving the invariance of the equation of motion, Eq.(1), with respect to a change of spatial scale.The remaining six operators lead to rather more obscure symmetries and we refer to1 for details.Concluding RemarksDi�erential equations of many di�erent forms occur in physics, such as in Maxwell's equations,Schrodinger's equation, Dirac's equation etc. It can be important to develop systematic methods forfully exploiting their symmetries. Here we have given a relatively simple example. Within the literatureyou should be able to �nd many other examples. The basic ideas are to �rst determine systematicallythe in�nitesimal operators and then to investigate their commutation relations. Note that while in ourexample the number of operators was �nite this need not always be the case. We next endeavour to castthe operators into a standard Cartan-Weyl form and identify the Lie algebra. We can then start to studythe e�ects of �nite transformations identifying possible Lie groups and bounds of the group parameters.there are "far better prizes than taking away other people'sprovinces or lands, or grinding them down in exploitation.The empires of the future are the Empires of the Mind"{ Part of an address by Winston Churchill to Harvard Univer-sity (1943)References1. C. E. Wulfman and B. G. Wybourne, The Lie group of Newton's and Lagrange's equations forthe harmonic oscillator, J. Phys. A:Math. Gen. 9, 507-18 (1976).2. S. Lie Vorlesungen uber Di�erentialgleichungen ed G Sche�ers (Leipzg: Tuebner 1881). See alsoA. Cohen An introduction to the Lie theory of One-Parameter Groups (New York: Stechert 1931).3.4. G. Racah, Ergebn. Exakt. Naturw. 37, 32 (1965).5. B. R. Judd, Operator Techniques in Atomic Spectroscopy 2nd ed. Princeton Univ. Press (1998).6. B. G. Wybourne, Classical Groups for Physicists (New York: Wiley-Interscience 1974).



7 Continuous Symmetries II.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandYou have heard it said no doubt about extremes resemblingone another, certainly the North Pole and the South Pole arevery far apart. But if you woke up to-morrow morning at oneor the other you would not know which it was. There mightbe more penguins at one end of the world, and more polarbears at the other. But all around you would be ice and snowand the blast of freezing winds over vast dreary spaces.|Winston Churchill UNITED EUROPE May 9, 1948 Open-air Meeting in the Square, AmsterdamThe Three-Parameter Lie GroupsIntroductionThe three-parameter Lie groups and their associated Lie algebras are of considerable interestin physical application and form the prototype of more general Lie groups and algebras. The three-parameter group SO(3) is well-known in the quantum theory of angular momentum, the covering groupSU (2) is of importance in discussing spin while the little Lorentz group SO(2; 1) is an example of animportant class of non-compact Lie groups.The Casimir Operator of SO(3)The Lie algebra associated with SO(3) involves the familiar three in�nitesimal angular momen-tum operators fJ1; J2; J3g which satis�es the commutation relations[J1; J2] = iJ3; [J2; J3] = iJ1; [J3; J1] = iJ2 (1)In terms of the traditional ladder operators we writeJ� = 1p2(J1 � iJ2) (2)to yield the standard commutation relations[J+; J�] = J3 and [J3; J�] = �J� (3)Note our ladder operators J� di�er by a normalisation factor from the usual ladder operators of standardquantum theory of angular momentum. This has been done to cast the commutation relations in thestandard Cartan-Weyl form.The operator J2 = J21 + J22 + J23 = J+J� + J�J+ + J23 (4)commutes with all the operators fJ�; J3g and is known as the Casimir operator for the group SO(3).Our task now is to determine the eigenvalues of the operators fJ2; J3g. Let us label the representationsof SO(3) by the eigenvalues X of the Casimir operator J2. The eigenvectors jXai will be chosen tobe simultaneous eigenvectors of fJ2; J3g and will span the space of a particular representation. Theeigenvalue pair fX; ag label a particular eigenvector with a being referred to as its weight.Since J2 is a sum of positive-de�nite Hermitian operators, it must itself be a positive-de�niteHermitean operator. Thus for a unitary representation the eigenvalues of J2 must be real and positive.Thus J2jXai = XjXai (X � 0; X 2 <) (5)J3jXai = ajXai (a 2 <) (6)



8 Noting Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) we can write2J+J� = J2 � J3(J3 � 1) and 2J�J+ = J2 � J3(J3 + 1) (7)and hence 2J+J�jXai = [X � a(a+ 1)] jXai (8)2J�J+jXai = [X � a(a� 1)] jXai (9)For a unitary representation we must have Jy+ = J� (10)and hence the eigenvalues of J+J� or J�J+ must be positive de�nite and hence from (8) and (9) we musthave for a unitary representation X � a(a� 1) � 0 (11)The commutation relations in (3) then lead tohXa0j[J3; J+]jXai = (a0 � a)hXa0jJ+jXai = hXa0jJ+jXai (12)and hence successive eigenvalues a of J3 must di�er by unity, that isa0 � a = 1 (13)We now determine the range of a. Eq.(11) will only be satis�ed with real values of X and a ifa has an upper positive bound a+ and a lower negative bound a�, with a+ � a� an integer. Solving fora+ and a� in Eq. (11) gives a� = �12 � 12p1 + 4X (14)and hence X = a+(a+ + 1) and a� = �a+ � 1 (15)Since a+ and a� di�er by an integer, 2a+ must be a positive integer, and hence a+ is limited to the �eldof non-negative integers or half odd integers.To establish contact with the usual angular momentum notation let us put j = a+ and replacea by m and label our eigenvectors as jjmi wherem = j; j � 1; : : : ;�j + 1;�j (16)The range of m is bounded from above and below and hence the unitary representations of SO(3) are of�nite dimension (2j + 1). ThenJ2jjmi = j(j + 1)jjmi (17a)J3jjmi = mjjmi (17b)J�jjmi = 1p2pj(j + 1) �m(m � 1)jjm� 1i (17c)Note that the arbitrary phase factor in (17c) has been chosen to be positive. The representations withinteger j are the commonly termed the true or ordinary representations of SO(3) while those involvinghalf odd integer values of j are termed spin representations.The non-compact Lie group SO(2; 1)By changing just the sign of one of the commutators in Eq. (1) we obtain a dramatic change inthe properties of the Lie algebra. Thus we write[J1; J2] = �J3; [J2; J3] = iJ1; [J3; J1] = iJ2 (18)and again write J� = 1p2(J1 � iJ2) (19)to yield [J+; J�] = J3 and [J3; J�] = �J� (20)



9 which is precisely the form of Eq. (3). However, the Casimir operator is nowJ2 = J21 + J22 � J23 = �J+J� � J�J+ � J23 (21)Note that the Casimir operator is no longer a sum of positive de�nite Hermitian operators and hence itseigenvalues X may range over the domain of real positive and negative numbers. Again we writeJ2jXai = XjXai (X � 0; X 2 <) (5)J3jXai = ajXai (a 2 <) (22)where jXai is a simultaneous eigenvector of J2 and J3. Since for unitary representations of SO(2; 1) wemust have Jy+ = �J� (23)it follows that the eigenvalues of J+J� and J�J+ must be real and negative de�nite it follows from (22)that necessarily X + a(a� 1) � 0 (24)A complete classi�cation of the unitary representations of SO(2; 1) follows from a determination of thereal values of X and a that satisfy (24). The representations may be divided into two distinct series, acontinuous series C associated with continuous eigenvalues of J2 and a discrete series D associated withdiscrete eigenvalues of J2. The SO(2) content of these representations follows directly from considerationof (24) to yield:-The Continuous Series(a) 0 < X <1. Here we have X + a(a� 1) � 0 for alla = 0;�1;�2; : : : (25a)and the representations C0X are unbounded from above and below.(b) 14 < X <1. Here we have X + (a(a� 1) > 0 for alla = �12 ;�32 ;�52 ; : : : (25b)and the representations C 12X are unbounded from above and below.Discrete SeriesIn these cases the eigenvalues of X may all be written in the form k(1� k) where k is a positiveinteger or half odd integer. Eq. (24) then shows that a has either an upper bound with no lower boundor a lower bound with no upper bound. Thus we have the following two cases:-(1) D+k . Here X = k(1� k) with k = 12 ; 1; 32 ; : : :and a = k; k+ 1; k+ 2; : : : (26b)(2) D�k . Again X = k(1 � k) with k = 12 ; 1; 32 ; : : :but now a = �k;�(k + 1);�(k + 2); : : : (26b)Note that whereas for SO(3) every unitary irreducible representation is uniquely labelled by aneigenvalue of the Casimir operator, in the case of SO(2; 1) di�erent unitary irreducible representations mayhave the same Casimir operator eigenvalue. These representations are distinguished by their di�erent J3eigenvalue spectrum. Whereas the unitary irreducible representations of SO(3) are all of �nite dimensionthose of SO(2; 1) are all of in�nite dimension. In the preceding we chose to diagonalise the compactoperator J3 which generates an SO(2) subgroup. Had we chosen to diagonalise one of the non-compactgenerators J1 or J2 that correspond to the non-compact group SO(1; 1) we would be led to a continuous,rather than discrete, basis.



10 The discrete series can be regarded as forming in�nite towers of states with each tower beingcharacterised by either a lower bound and no upper bound, the positive discrete series, or an upper boundand no lower bound, the negative discrete series. The complete set of states of a given discrete series ortower is associated with a single Casimir operator eigenvalue whereas the eigenvalues of the generator J3change in steps of unity. The ladder operators allow us to move up or down a tower in steps of unity,either terminating with the upper or lower bound or advancing along the series without limit.In the next lecture we shall apply our knowledge of the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator andthe spectrum of the generators of the locally isomorphic su(1; 1) � so(2; 1) � sp(2; R) Lie algebras tosolve the energy eigenvalues of a number of traditional problems in quantum physics.References1. E. P. Wigner, "Unitary Representations of the Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group", Ann. Math. 40,149 (1939).2. V. Bargmann, "Irreducible Representations of the Lorentz Group", Ann. Math. 48, 568 (1947).3. W. Pauli, " Continuous Groups in Quantum Mechanics", Ergeb. Exakt. Naturwiss., 37, 85(1965).4. A. O. Barut, Dynamical Groups and Generalized Symmetries, University of Canterbury Publica-tions, Christchurch, NZ. (1972).5. I. M. Gelfand, M. I. Graev and N. Ya. Vilenkin, Generalized Functions, Vol 5, Academic Press,New York (1966).



11 Continuous Symmetries III.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandSome Applications of SO(2; 1) � SU (1; 1)To do research you don't have to know everythingAll you have to know is one thing that is not knownArt Schawlow Nobel LaureateIntroductionThe Lie algebras associated with the non-compact groups give a simple method for generatingthe energy eigenvalues associated with a number of solvable problems in quantum mechanics. Here weoutline some of the ideas of spectrum generating algebras for second-order di�erential equations. This isclosely related to the shift operator method of Infeld and Hull1.su(1; 1) and Second-Order Di�erential EquationsMany of the textbook problems in courses in quantum physics can be cast as a second-orderdi�erential equation d2Ydy2 + f(y)Y = 0 (1)where Y = Y (y). The key idea is to try to represent the equation in terms of the generators of a Liegroup and then to determine the spectrum associated with the equation in terms of the known spectrumof the group generators.The Lie algebra associated with the non-compact locally isomorphic Lie groups SO(2; 1) �SU (1; 1) is characterised by the commutator relations[�1;�2] = �i�3; [�2;�3] = i�1; [�3;�1] = i�2 (2)We may obtain a realisation of the Lie algebra in terms of a single variable y by writing�1 = @2@y2 + a1(y)�2 = i �k(y) @@y + a2(y)��3 = @2@u2 + a3(y) (3)Equation (2) will be satis�ed if we choosea1 = �(� � y)2 + (� � y)216a2 = �34a3 = �(� � y)2 � (� � y)216 + k = � � y2 (4)where �; � and  are constants of integration.



12 The requirement that the Casimir invariant of su(1; 1)�2 = �23 � �21 � �22 (5)must commute with f�1;�2;�3g forces  = 0 leading to the Casimir eigenvalues�2 = ��4 � 316 (6)If we choose � = 0, we obtain the standard form for the generators of su(1; 1) in terms of the singlevariable y as �1 = @2@y2 + �y2 + y216�2 = � i2 �y @@y + 12��3 = @2@y2 + �y2 � y216 (7)Let us choose to consider those second-order di�erential equations withf(y) = ay2 + by2 + c (8)Now we can write Eq. (1) in terms of the su(1; 1) generators as@2@y2 + ay2 + by2 + c = (12 + 8b)�1 + (12 � 8b)�3 + c (9)Let us put a = �4�2 � 34 = � (10)Now Eq.(1) is, in terms of su(1; 1) generators,�(12 + 8b)�1 + (12 � 8b)�3 + c�Y = 0 (11)Recall that �1 is a non-compact generator whereas �3 is a compact generator. We can choose to diag-onalise one or the other of these two generators by performing a rotation through a tilting angle � suchthat e�i��2�1ei��2 = �1 cosh � + �3 sinh �e�i��2�3ei��2 = �1 sinh � + �3 cosh � (12)to give��(12 + 8b) cosh � + (12 � 8b) sinh �� �1 + �(12 + 8b) sinh � + (12 � 8b) cosh �� �3 + c� Ŷ = 0 (13)where Ŷ = e�i��2Y (14)The Discrete Eigenvalue SpectrumTo diagonalise the compact generator �3 we puttanh � = � 12 + 8b12 � 8b (15)leading to �3Ŷ = c4p�b Ŷ (16)The eigenvector Ŷ must be a simultaneous eigenvector of �2 and �3 and span one of the in�nite-dimensional discrete representations, say D+(�) or D�(�) of su(1; 1). Note that SU (1; 1) is the coveringgroup of SO(2; 1) fcf:SU(2)andSO(3)g.



13 We can now rewrite Eq. (16) as�3Ŷ +�;x = (�� + x)Ŷ +�;x = c4p�b Ŷ +�;x (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (17)with �2Ŷ +�;x = �(� + 1)Ŷ +�;x (� < 0) (18)Thus the existence of a discrete eigenvalue spectrum associated with the second-order di�erentialequation � d2dy2 + ay2 + by2 + c� Ŷ +�;x = 0 (19)requires that 4(�� + x) = 2p�b (20)But from Eq. (6) �(� + 1) = ��4 � 316 (21)and hence � = �12  1 +r14 � �! (14 � �) � 0 (22)where since � < 0 we have kept only the negative root. Thus returning to Eq. (20) we have the keyresult 4x+ 2 +r14 � �) = cp�b (23)The Continuous Eigenvalue SpectrumTo obtain the continuous eigenvalue spectrum one must diagonalise the non-compact generator�1. This may be done by choosing the tilting angle such thattanh � = � 12 � 8b12 � 8b (24)and thus Eq. (13) becomes �1 �Y = �c4p�b �Y (25)The eigenvectors �Y form a continuous basis. The eigenvalue spectrum is characterised by a continuousspectrum �, where � = �c4p�b (26)NB. The continuous part of the spectrum will exist only where tanh � exists.Example:- The Three-Dimensional Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorFor the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator we have the radial di�erential equation� d2dr2 � `(` + 1)r2 � r2 + 2E�R(r) = 0 (27)We can put this di�erential equation into the standard form of Eq. (19) by puttinga = �`(` + 1); b = �1 and c = 2E (28)in Eq.(23) 4x+ 2 +r14 � �) = cp�b (23)gives E = 2x+ `+ 32 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (29)



14 Putting n = 2x+ ` (30)gives (in atomic units) En = (n+ 32) (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (31)DegeneracyThe quantum number n de�ned in Eq. (31) depends on the values of the integer x and the orbitalangular momentum `. The rotational invariance of the isotropic harmonic oscillator ensures that for agiven ` there will be 2`+ 1-eigenfunctions yielding the same energy eigenvalue. However, the degeneracywill often be higher than 2`+ 1 since several values of (x; `) may correspond to the same value of n andhence to the same energy eigenvalue En as seen in the table below:-n x ` 2`+ 1 n(n+ 1)=2 En0 0 0 1 1 321 0 1 3 3 522 1 0 1 6 720 2 53 1 1 3 10 920 3 74 2 0 1 15 1121 2 50 4 9In general the total degeneracy Dn associated with a given value of n isDn = (n + 1)(n+ 2)2 (32)These numbers are in fact just the dimensions of the irreducible representations fng of the degeneracygroup SU (3).Note that the parity of the degenerate states for a given value of n are all even or odd as n iseven or odd. Furthermore, the spacings between consecutive energy eigenvalues are equal.A Perturbing form �=r2 with � � 0If we add a perturbing form �=r2 with � � 0 our di�erential equation becomes� d2dr2 � `(` + 1) + �r2 � r2 + 2E�R(r) = 0 (33)leading to E = 2x+ 1 +r(`+ 12)2 + � (34)Note that adding the perturbing term has partially lifted the degeneracy of the unperturbedoscillator. The (2` + 1)-fold rotational degeneracy remains.There is no continuous spectrum for the harmonic oscillator since putting b = �1 in Eqn. (24)leads to a tilting angle that falls outside of the allowed limits of tanh �.The Kepler ProblemConsider the di�erential equation� d2dr2 + 2r ddr + tr + ur2 + v�R(r) = 0 (35)



15 We can transform it into standard form by puttingr = y2 and R(r) = y� 32R(y) (36)to give � d2dy2 + 4u� 34y2 + 4vy2 + 4t�R(y) = 0 (37)Using Eqns. (10) and (23) gives for the discrete spectrum2x+ 1 +p1� 4u = tp�v (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (38)For a non-relativistic hydrogen atom we have t = �2Z, u = �`(`+1) and v = 2E which yields the boundstate spectrum as En = � Z22n2 (39)with n = x+ ` + 1.Adding an inverse-cube potential to the Hamiltonian puts u = �`(`+1)�� to yield the discrete spectrumE = �Z22 hx+ 12 +q(` + 12 )2 + 2�i2 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (40)which lifts the degeneracy of the H-atom in a manner similar to the normal �ne structure.Klein-Gordon H-atomThe case of the Klein-Gordon equation for an H-atom leads to t = �2Z�2E, u = Z2�2 � `(` + 1), andv = (�4E2�1)�2 in Eqn. (35) to yield the spectrum�2E = 1q1 + Z2�2n2 (41)where n = x+ 12 +q(`+ 12)2 � Z2�2 and � is the �ne structure constant.The Morse PotentialThe di�erential equation � d2dz2 + p exp2�z +q exp�z +r�R(z) = 0 (42)arises in certain physical problems and may be transformed into the standard form by puttingz = lny2 and R(z) = R(y)pyto give � d2dy2 + 16r + �24�2y2 + 4p�2y2 + 4q�2�R(y) = 0 (43)Morse has considered the energy eigenvalue spectrum associated with the di�erential equation� d2dr2 � 2D exp�2�z +4D exp��z +2E�R(r) = 0 (44)Noting Eqns. (42) and (43) we obtain the standard form� d2dy2 + 32E + �24�2y2 � 8D�2 y2 + 16D�2 �)(y) = 0 (45)Use of Eqn. (23) leads toE = ��22  p2D� � (x + 12)!2 (x = 0; 1; 2; : : :; xmax) (46)



16 where xmax + 12 < p2D� (47)Concluding RemarkIn this lecture we have seen a few examples of the application of a non-compact Lie algebra to solvingdi�erential equations in physics. This is just a beginning. The subject of Lie symmetries and thedi�erential equations of physics has developed into an important research area in theoretical physics. Wehave looked so far at just the three-parameter Lie groups. However, there is a vast range of possible Liegroups, their associated Lie algebras and their applications as will be discussed in subsequent lectures.References1. L. Infeld and T. E. Hull, \The Factorisation Method", Rev. Mod. Phys. 23, 21 (1951).2. Zhi-xiang Ni, \Nonlinear Lie algebra and ladder operators for orbital angular momentum", J.Phys. A: Math. Gen 32, 2217 (1999).3. P. K. Ghosh and A. Khare, \Relationship between the energy eigenstates of Caleogero-Sutherlandmodels with oscillator and coulomb-like potentials", J. Phys. A: Math. Gen 32, 2129 (1999).4. D. J. Rowe and C. Bahri, \Rotational-vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules and nuclei withDavidson interactions", J. Phys. A: Math. Gen 31, 4947 (1998).T'is a common proof,That lowliness is young ambition's ladder,Whereto the climber-upward turns his face;But when he once attains the upmost 1 round,He then unto the ladder turns his back,Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degreesBy which he did ascend.William Shakespeare. Julius C�sar.



17 Continuous Symmetries IV.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandA mass enormous! which in modern daysNo two of earth's degenerate sons could raise.|Alexander Pope. 1688-1744The Degeneracy Group of the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorIntroductionI the next few lectures I want to introduce the non-compact Lie group Sp(2n;<) as a dynamicalgroup for many particles in an isotropic harmonic oscillator potential. This group crops up in manyphysical situations such as in nuclear models1, quantum optics2 and quantum dots3. In this lecture weidentify the degeneracy group of the isotropic harmonic oscillator in three dimensions.Notes on Lie AlgebrasFormally we may de�ne a Lie algebra as follows: Let A be a r-dimensional vector space over a�eld K in which the law of composition for vectors is such that to each pair of vectors X and Y therecorresponds a vector Z = [X;Y ] in such a way that[�X + �Y; Z] = �[X;Z] + �[Y; Z] (8:26)[X;Y ] + [Y;X] = 0 (1)[X; [Y; Z]] + [Y; [Z;X]] + [Z; [X;Y ]] = 0 (2)for all �; �; : : : ;2 K and all X;Y; Z; : : : ;2 A. A vector space satisfying the above relationships is saidto constitute a Lie algebra. A given Lie algebra is said to be real if K is the �eld of real numbers andcomplex if K is the �eld of complex numbers.Structure ConstantsThe formation of a Lie algebra requires that the r elements of the Lie algebra, X� satisfy theclosure condition [X�; X�] = c���X� (3)where the c��� = �c��� are known as the structure constants of the Lie algebra.The Killing FormWe may form a symmetrical tensor from the structure constants by writingg�� = g�� = c���c��� (4)which is known as the metric tensor or Killing form. Every Lie algebra may be associated with a particularmetric tensor. A Lie algebra A is said to be semisimple if and only if A can be written as a sum of simpleLie algebras. A Lie algebra A will be semisimple if and only ifdetjg��j 6= 0 (5)As an example consider the Lie algebra of so(3)[X1; X2] = X3; [X2; X3] = X1; [X3; X1] = X2 (6)We have from Eqn. (3) g11 = c�1�c�1� = c312c213 + c213c312 = (1)(�1) + (�1)(1) = �2



18 Continuing we �nd g�� = �2���and hence so(3) is semisimple and its metric tensor is negative de�niteLie Algebra of the Euclidean PlaneThe Euclidean group of the plane, E2, relates a point (x; y) to a point (x0; y0) in a plane by thetransformation x0 = x cos � � y sin � + ay0 = x sin � + y cos � + b (7)where � is an angle of rotation in the plane about the origin and a and b are the x and y components ofa translation in the plane. Each point (x; y) in the plane may be associated with a vector (x; y; 1) whichis transformed into (x0; y0; 1) by the matrix0@ cos � � sin � asin � cos � b0 0 11A (8)From that we may obtain three in�nitesmal operatorsX� = 0@ 0 �1 01 0 00 0 01A Xa = 0@ 0 0 10 0 00 0 01A Xb == 0@ 0 0 00 0 10 0 01A (9)which satisfy the commutation relations[X�; Xa] = Xb; [X�; Xb] = �Xa; [Xa; Xb] = 0 (10)The metric tensor is now found to be g�� = 0@�2 0 00 0 00 0 01A (11)which is obviously singular and hence E2 is not semisimple. The two elements Xa; Xb form a non-trivialAbelian subalgebra T2. The Lie algebracannot be reduced to a direct sum of simple Lie algebras but israther a semidirect sum E2 = T2 �s X� (12)Exercise1 Show that the Euclidean group in three dimensions, E3, is not associated with a semisimple Liealgebra and that it may be written as a semidirect sum of an Abelian Lie algebra associated withthe group of translations T3 and of the Lie algebra so(3).Antisymmetric TensorsLet us de�ne a new tensor c��� = g��c��� (13)Recalling Eqn. (3) we have c��� = c���c��� c��� = c���c���c��� (14)Use of the Jacobi identity, Eqn. (6), we havec��� = �c���c���c��� � c���c���c���= c���c��� c��� + c���c���c��� (15)The right-hand-side is invariant under any cyclic permutation of the indices. Since g�� is a symmetrictensor and c��� is antisymmetric in � and � it follows that c��� is a totally antisymmetric tensor underany interchange of its indices.



19 The Casimir OperatorsLet X� stand for an element of a Lie algebra A and de�neC = g��X�X� (16)The operator C is known as the Casimir operator and has the very important property of commutingwith all the elements of a semisimple Lie algebra.Back to the harmonic oscillatorThe Hamiltonian H of a normalised isotropic harmonic oscillator (i.e. with m = �h = ! = 1) inthree-dimensions may be written as H = 12(p2 + r2) (17)From Heisenberg's quantisation postulate the coordinates qi and momenta pi satisfy the commutationrelations [qi; qj] = [pi; pj] = 0; [qi; pj] = i�ij (18)Now introduce boson annihilation and creation operators (a and ay respectively)a = 1p2(r+ ip); ay = 1p2(r� ip) (19)which satisfy the bosonic commutation relation[ai; ayj] = �ij (20)The Hamiltonian can now be written as H = ay � a + 32 (21)Use of Eqn. (20) then leads to [H; ayj] = ayj; [H; aj] = �aj (22)Thus we deduce that ayj creates and aj annihilates a quantum in the j direction. We recognise ay � a asbeing the number operator with eigenvalues ofn = n1 + n2 + n3 (23)and hence the energy eigenvalues of H areEn = n+ 32 (n = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (24)(the same result as obtained in Lecture III) with normalised state vectorsjn1n2n3i = 3Yi=1 ayniipni! j000i (25)with j000i being the vacuum state with aj j000i = 0 (26)Noting that ay =a� we have hn1n2n3j = h000j 3Yi=1 aniipni! (27)with h000jayj = 0 (28)To proceed further we need some remarks about the general linear group GL(n) and the unitary groupU (n).The Full Linear Group GL(n)Consider a vector space Vn and linear transformations of contravariant vectors with componentsx1; : : : ; xn such that xi ! x0i = �ijxj (29)



20 The coe�cients �ij are complex numbers and we assume the Einstein summation convention over repeatedupper and lower indices. We restrict ourselves to transformations which have an inverse and hence tonon-singular matrices [aij]. The set of all such transformations in Vn form the full linear group GL(n)The set of matrix transformations ofGL(n) involving unitary matrices of rank n form the elementsof the unitary group U (n). Transformations with the propertydet[aij] = +1 (30)are called unimodular; the special unitary group, SU (n), is the subgroup of unimodular transformationsin U (3).We can de�ne covariant vectors with components x1; : : : ; xn which undergo linear transformationsxi ! x0i = xjbji (31)such that x0ix0i = xixiimplying that aijbki = �kj (32)Restricting transformations to those of U (n) the relationship between covariant and contravariant trans-formations is that of complex conjugation.Note on TensorsTensors with covariant and contravariant indices are de�ned by their transformation properties:-T ij:::kl::: ! aimajn : : :Tmn:::pq::: bpkbql : : : (33)A tensor with m upper su�xes and n lower indices is said to be of order m + n. The upper and lowerindices of a tensor may be separately symmetrised and antisymmetrised; in general an irreducible tensormust be such that on separate permutation of its upper and lower indices it transforms according to anirreducible representation of the group of permutations on the indices concerned. In addition it must beseparated into its irreducible parts by successive contractions of upper and lower indices.Irreducible representations of the Unitary group U (n)There is a close relation between the properties of tensors as bases for the irreducible represen-tations of GL(n) and as bases for the irreducible representations of the groups of permutations actingon their indices. For the moment let us restrict our attention to tensors that are purely covariant orcontravariant. For GL(n) (or U (n)) the irreducible tensors may be described by partitions � ` m wherem is the order of the tensor (i.e. the number of upper (or lower) indices) and�1 � �2 � : : :�p (34)A symmetric tensor of rank three would correspond to the partition (3) while an antisymmetric tensorof rank 3 would correspond to the partition (13). Likewise, there is an irreducible representation ofthe group U (n) for every partition into not more than n parts. Note that there is an in�nite number ofirreducible representations for a given U (n). For example, in the case of U (3) f100g; f210g; f321g; : : : alllabel distinct irreducible representations of U (3).Irreducible representations of the Special Unitary group SU (n)Under the restriction from U (n) ! SU (n) the representationsf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng � f�1 + x; �2 + x; : : : ; �n + xg (35)become equivalent for x a positive or negative integer. We can always choose x to give �n = 0 and henceit su�ces for SU (n) to label inequivalent irreducible representations of SU (n) by partitions into at mostn� 1 non-zero parts. Thus under U (3) ! SU (3) we have f321g ! f21g.Characters of U (n)The character of an irreducible representation f�g may be shown to be the S�function s�(�1; : : : ; �n)where the �1; : : : ; �n are the eigenvalues of the unitary transformation matrices. Note that the characterssatisfy f�1 + x; �2 + x; : : : ; �n + xg = (�1 : : : �n)xf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng (36)



21 Degeneracy Group of the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorLet us introduce nine operatorsTij = 12fayi ; ajg (i; j = 1; 2; 3) (37)where fa; bg � ab+ ba. Using the basic boson commutation relations of Eqn. (20) we �nd[Tij; Trs] = �jrTis � �isTrj (38)Thus the nine operators Tij close under commutation and generate a Lie algebra. Putting Hi � Tii (donot confuse this with the Hamiltonian) we �nd the three Hi form a self-commuting set and[Hi; Tjr] = (�ij � �ir)Tjr (39)all the roots are of the form ei � ej where the e are mutually orthogonal unit vectors.The set of nine operators Tij may be identi�ed as the generators of the unitary group in threedimensions, U (3). The Hamiltonian H is related to the Hi of Eqn. (39) viaH = H1 + H2 + H3 (40)commutes with all Tij . The three operators H0 = Hi � H3 (41)taken with the Tij (i 6= j) can be taken as the generators of the special unitary group SU (3) if weremember that since PiH0i = 0 the H0i are not linearly independent. For reasons that will becomeapparent shortly we refer to U (3) as the degeneracy group of the isotropic harmonic oscillator.Labelling Representations and WeightsIn the case of the angular momentum group SO(3) we label the angular momentum states as jJM i whereM is the eigenvalue of Jz with J being the highest weight of M . This idea carries over to Lie groups ingeneral. We recall that in the case of SO(3) we can write the de�ning commutation relations as[Jz; J�] = �J� [J+; J�] = Jz (42)with J� = 1p(2) (Jx � iJy) (43)For a general semisimple Lie algebra of rank ` we have ` operators ,Hi (i = 1; : : : ; `), that commuteamong themselves. The Lie algebra can be cast into the standard Cartan-Weyl form as[Hi;Hj] = 0 (i; j = 1; : : : `)[Hi; E�] = �iE�[E�; E�] = N��E�+�[E�; E��] = �iHi (44)where the E� are the analogues of the ladder operators J� of SO3.Just as in SO3 where we distinguish the components of a representation by the eigenvalues ofJz for a Lie group we may label the components of a representation by the eigenvalues of the ` self-commuting operators Hi. For any compact Lie algebra the highest weight vector is unique and hencecan be used to specify the representation. Consider for example, the group U (3) which has three self-commuting operators Hi. Suppose we wish to determine the representation of U (3) whose componentsare the annihilation a and creation operators ay, we have[Hi; ayj] = �ijayj and [Hi; aj] = ��ijaj (45)Thus the components of ay give rise to the set of weight vectors (100); (010); (001). The highest weightvector is (100) and hence we can label the representation as f100g of U (3). Likewise, the components ofa give rise to the weight vectors (�100); (0�10); (00�1). We say that a weight vector w is higher than aweight vector w0 if the �rst component of their di�erence w �w0 is positive. Thus the highest weight for



22 a is (00� 1) and the representation of U (3) spanned by the components of a may be labelled as f00� 1gwhich is contragredient to f100g.Exercises1 Noting Eqn(38) show that the nine operators Tij are associated with the nine weight vectors(000), (000), (000), (1-10), (10-1), (01-1), (-110), (-101), (0-11).2 Determine the highest weight vector in the above set of weight vectors.3 Repeat the above analysis for a two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator and show that therelevant symmetry group is U (2).Rotational Symmetry and the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorThe harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, Eqn. (17), commutes with all the components of the angularmomentum operator L = r� p = ia� ay (46)and hence H is rotationally invariant. The components of L form under commutation the Lie algebraassociated with the group SO(3). Noting the de�nition of the operators Tij, Eqns. (37)to (39) we haveL1 = �i(T23 � T32); L2 = �i(T31 � T13); L3 = �i(T12 � T21) (47)We may choose L3 as the generator of the group SO(2) and hence for the three-dimensional isotropicharmonic oscillator we have the group structureU (3) � SU (3) � SO(3) � SO(2) (48)It is convenient to label the oscillator states in a basis jn`mi where n = 0; 1; 2; : : :. From LectureII we have n = 2x+ ` with x = 0; 1; 2; : : : (49)and hence the values of ` associated with a given value of n are` = 1; 3; 5; : : : ; n n odd= 0; 2; 4; : : : ; n n even (50)and thus for a given n there is a set of (n+1)(n+2)2 -fold degenerate states jn`mi. This is precisely thedimension of the symmetric representation of U (3) designated by the partition fn; 0; 0g and hence thestatement that the group U (3) is the degeneracy group of the three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscil-lator. n = 5 p; f; hn = 4 s; d; gn = 3 p; fn = 2 s; dn = 1 pn = 0 sThe �rst six levels of the isotropic harmonic oscillatorIn the preceding we have developed the theory for a single particle in a harmonic oscillator potential.This particle could equally well be a nucleon as in nuclear physics or an electron in a quantum dot. Thedegeneracies are exactly the same as is the form of the energy spectrum. To proceed further requires wedevelop a many-particle model for particles interacting in a harmonic oscillator potential. To that endwe may seek to develop a dynamical group which is the subject of the next lecture.References1. D. J. Rowe, "Dynamical Symmetries of Nuclear Collective Models", Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys.37, 265-348 (1996).2. D. J. Rowe, B. C. Sanders and H. de Guise, "Representations of the Weyl group and Wignerfunctions for SU(3)", math-ph/9811012.



23 3. B. G. Wybourne, "Applications of S�functions to the Quantum Hall E�ect and Quantum Dots",Rept. Math. Phys. 34, 9-16 (1994).Gods! How the son degenerates from the sire!|Alexander Pope. 1688-1744



24 Continuous Symmetries V.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandThe Dynamical Group of the Isotropic Harmonic OscillatorSymmetry denotes that sort of concordance of several parts bywhich they integrate into a whole. Beauty is bound up withsymmetry.| H. Weyl, Symmetry, Princeton University Press 1952IntroductionHaving established the degeneracy group for a three-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator wenow seek a larger group that contains the degeneracy group as a subgroup and has among its generatorsoperators that will ladder between di�erent degeneracy multiplets. Such a group will be said to bea dynamical group. We shall �rst remark about quantum dots and then say something further aboutdegeneracy groups to then lead up to the dynamical group concept.A Hamiltonian for Quantum DotsExperimentally the electrons of a quantum dot are contained in a parabolic potential and hencewe expect a close relationship with a many-electron system subject to a harmonic oscillator potential. Theinteraction potential V (ri; rj) between particles i and j moving in a two-dimensional con�ning potentialin the x � y plane is taken to saturate at small particle separations and to decrease quadratically withincreasing separation. In free space we would expect the interaction between two electrons to varyas jri � rj j�1. In a quantum dot the form of V (ri; rj) is modi�ed by the presence of image charges.The wavefunctions of the electrons con�ned in the quantum dots have a small but �nite extent in thez�direction perpendicular to the x�y plane. This results in a smearing of the electron charges along thez�direction. As a result the interparticle repulsion tends to saturate at small distances. This suggestschoosing the interaction as V (ri; rj) = 2V0 � 12m�
2jri � rjj2 (1)where m� is the electron e�ective mass and V0 and 
 are positive parameters.Consider an N�electron quantum dot each with a charge �e, a g�factor g�, spatial coordinatesri and spin components sz;i along the z�axis. Suppose there is a magnetic �eld B along the z�axis. Thespatial part of the Hamiltonian can be written asHspace = 12m� Xi �pi + eAic �2 + 12m�!20Xi jrij2 +Xi<j V (ri; rj) (2)and the spin part as Hspin = �g��BBXi sz;i (3)where the momentum and vector potential associated with the i� th electron are given bypi = (px;i; py;i) Ai = (Ax;i; Ay;i) (4)and �B is the Bohr magneton.The eigenstates of H will involve the product of the spatial and spin eigenstates obtained fromHspatial and Hspin. The total spin projection SZ = Pi sz;i will be a good quantum number. Choosing acircular gauge Ai = B(�yi=2; xi=2; 0) Eqn. (2) becomes



25 Hspace = 12m� Xi p2i + 12m�!20(B)Xi jrij2 +Xi<j �2V0 � 12m�
2jri; rjj2� + !c2 Xi Lz;i (5)where !20(B) = !20 + !2c=4 and !c = eB=m�c. We shall return to quantum dots later.Note on Commutators and Second-quantisationIn much that follows we will need to be able to manipulate bosonic annihilation (ai) and creation operators(ayi ). The basic bosonic commutation relations are[ai; aj] = 0; [ayi ; ayj] = 0; [ai; ayj] = �i;j (6)These can be used to simplify expressions. As an example, consider the anticommutator fayi ; ajg =ayiaj + ajayi and let us evaluate the commutator [fayi ; ajg; ak]. Expanding out we have[ayiaj + ajayi ; ak] = [ayiaj ; ak] + [ajayi ; ak] (7)Expanding out the �rst commutator we have[ayiaj ; ak] = ayiajak � akayiaj (8)To simplify this commutator we want to try to rearrange the �rst term on the right-hand-side to cancelthe second term. Using the �rst commutator in Eqno. (6) we can rearrange the �rst term asayiajak ! ayiakaj (9)and hence the right-hand-side of Eqn. (9) becomesayiajak � akayiaj ! ayiakaj � akayiaj= [ayi ; ak]aj= �[ak; ayi ]aj= ��i;kajExercises1. Show that if Tij = 12fayi ; ajgthen [Tij; Trs] = �j;rTis � �i;sTrj2. Use the result of the above exercise to show that the degeneracy group of an isotropic harmonicoscillator in d�dimensions is U (d).The Degeneracy Group for Mesoscopic SystemsWe start to enlarge the concept of a degeneracy group to a dynamical group. The degeneracy groupfor the isotropic harmonic oscillator was found to be SU (3). Each irreducible representation fn00gis spanned by a set of (n+1)(n+2)2 eigenstates of the Hamiltonian and associated with the same energyeigenvalue En of the harmonic oscillator. There is one weight vector for every eigenstate. The algebra ofthe degeneracy group contains a set of operators that allow us to start from any eigenstate and ladderthrough the entire set of degenerate eigenstates associated with a given degenerate eigenvalue. Thus theangular momentum ladder operators L� take us from one j�LM i eigenstate to another j�LM � 1i butleaving L �xed. The operators Lz; L� that generate the angular momentum group SO3 but cannot takeus from states belonging to one irreducible representation of SO3 to another. To do that we must use theoperators contained in the degeneracy algebra that lie outside of those of the angular momentum algebra.In addition the algebra of the degeneracy group contains operators that allow us to ladder between statesof a given SU (3) multiplet changing both L and M quantum numbers but not n. These additionaloperators reect the fact that the isotropic harmonic oscillator has, like the H�atom, symmetry higher



26 that just rotational symmetry. We might note here that the Lie algebra A2 associated with the Lie groupSU (3) is of rank 2 and hence contains two self-commuting generators fH1;H2g and hence there existstwo constants of the motion, that is there is a constant of the motion additional to that of the angularmomentum Casimir invariant L2.A Dynamical GroupWe seek a dynamical group that contains the degeneracy group as a subgroup and has the energyeigenstates belonging to a single irreducible representation. Such a group contains among its generatorsoperators that allow one to ladder between di�erent irreducible representations of the degeneracy group.The degeneracy group contains an in�nite set of �nite dimensional unitary irreducible representations andhence the dynamical group must necessarily be a non-compact group with in�nite dimensional unitaryirreducible representations . We now construct the dynamical group for mesoscopic quantum systems.The Dynamical Group for Mesoscopic Quantum Systems1. Assume the Hamiltonian of the N�particle system is a function of coordinate and momentumoperators of the individual particles.2. Designate the coordinates of the r�th particle by xri with r = 1; : : : ; N and the momentum bypri with i = 1; : : : ; d.3. The associated operators Xri and Pri obey the usual Heisenberg commutation relations (Wechoose units such that �h = 1)[Xri; Xsj] = 0; [Xri; Psj] = i�rs�ij ; [Pri; Psj] = 0 (10)4. The (2Nd)2 bilinear operators fXriXsj; XriPsj; PriXsj ; PriPsjg (11)close under commutation. However, only(2Nd+ 1)Nd of these operators are independent sincePriXsj = XsjPri � i�rs�ij (12)5. Consider the (2Nd+ 1)Nd independent operatorsQrisj = 12fXri; Xsjg; Vrisj = 12fXri; Psjg;Krisj = 12fPri; Psjg (13)They close under commutation on the non-compact Lie algebra Sp(2Nd;R) which we can take as the dynamical algebra of our mesoscopicN� electron system having N�electrons in a d�dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator po-tential. We now seek possible subalgebras of Sp(2Nd;R).Subalgebras of the Dynamical Algebra1. We can construct subalgebras of Sp(2Nd;R by forming subsets of the de�ning generators thatclose under commutation. Thus, for example, the V 's close under commutation forming theelements of the GL(Nd;R) algebra.2. Contracting on particle or spatial indices can yield further Lie subalgebras. Thus the two sets ofoperators (summing on repeated indices)Qij = XriXrj ; Lij = XriPrj �XrjPri;Kij = PriPrjTij = 12(XriPrj + XrjPri + PriXrj + PrjXri) (14)and Qrs = XriXsi; Lrs = XriPsi �XsiPri;Krs = PriPsi



27 Trs = 12(XriPsi +XsiPri + PriXsi + PsiXri) (15)close under commutation and separately generate the Lie algebrasSp(2d;R) and Sp(2N;R).3. The above two algebras do not commute but the subsets fLijg and fLrsg do separately closeunder commutation with[Lij; Lkl] = i(Lik�jl � Lil�jk + Ljk�il + Ljk�il � Ljl�ik)[Lrs; Ltu] = i(Lrt�su � Lru�st + Lst�ru � Lsu�rt) (16)and form the generators of the subalgebras O(d) and O(N ).4. Continuing we are led to the following possible Lie subalgebras ofSp(2Nd;R):-Sp(2; R) �O(Nd) � Sp(2; R)� O(N )� O(d) � U (1)�O(N ) �O(d) (17)Sp(2N;R) �O(d) � U (N ) �O(d) � U (1)� O(N )� O(d) (18)Sp(2d) �O(N ) � U (d)� O(N ) � U (1)� O(d)�O(N ) (19)U (Nd) � U (N )� U (d) � U (1)� O(N )�O(d) (20)Note the separation of the spatial and particle dependencies.Identi�cation of the Sp(2; R) SubgroupLet us introduce three operators de�ned byQ = XriXri; T = XriPri + PriXri; K = PriPri (21)and having the non-zero commutation relations[Q;K] = 2iT; [Q; T ] = 4iQ; [K;T ] = �4iK (22)These commutation relations are those of a three element Lie algebra. Let us �rst decide if the algebrais compact or non-compact. This we may do by calculating the metric tensorgij = ctikckjt (23)where the ctik are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. Noting Eqn. (22) we havecTQK = 2i; cQQT = 4i; cKKT = �4i (24)Recall that the structure constants are antisymmetric. We now �nd for the diagonal elements of themetric tensor gQQ = gKK = 0gTT = cQTQcQTQ + cKTKcKTK = �4i� �4i + 4i� 4i = �32 (25)In addition we have the o�-diagonal elementsgQK = gKQ = cQQT cTKQ + cTQKcKKT = 4i��2i + 2i ��4i = 16 (26)and thus the complete metric tensor is represented by the matrix[gij] = 0@ Q K TQ 0 16 0K 16 0 0T 0 0 �321A (27)We can produce a diagonal metric tensor by puttingA� = 1p2(Q�K) (28)



28 to give the Lie algebra as [A�; T ] = 4iA�; [A+; A�] = 2iT (29)and the metric tensor as [gij] = 0@ A+ A� TA+ �16 0 0A� 0 +16 0T 0 0 �321A (30)We �rst note that the metric tensor has det jgijj 6 0 and hence we can conclude that the Lie algebra issemisimple. Furthermore the metric tensor is inde�nite as required for the algebra to correspond to benon-compact. and hence our Lie algebra is necessarilySO(2; 1) � Sp(2; R) (31)The Quantum Dot Hamiltonian (again)We can express terms in the Hamiltonian of an isotropic harmonic oscillatorHo = 12mPriPri + m!22 XriXri (32)in terms of the group generators of Sp(2; R) by noting that12mPriPri = 12mK (33)and m!22 XriXri = m!22 Q (34)to give Ho = 12mK + m!22 Q (35)Now consider our earlier HamiltonianHspace = 12m� Xi p2i + 12m�!20(B)Xi jrij2 +Xi<j �2V0 � 12m�
2jri; rjj2� + !c2 Xi Lz;i (5)We can write the electron-electron interaction term for an N�electron quantum dot asN (N � 1)V0 � m
24 Xrsi (Xri �Xsi)(Xri �Xsi)leading to Hspace = 12mK + m
202 Q� eB4mcL12 +N (N � 1)V0 + m
22 Xrs Qrs (36)with 
20 = !2 + ( eB2mc )2 �N
2 (37)The signi�cance of these results is that the �rst three terms in Eqno. (37) have been expressed in termsof the generators of Sp(2; R) (K;Q) and O(d) (L12) and the last term in terms of generators of thegroup Sp(2N;R). A practical calculation then involves the evaluation of matrix elements of the groupgenerators in a harmonic oscillator basis.Concluding RemarksWe have now established an extensive group-subgroup structure and must next explore some ofits structure. To do that we will need to determine the relevant irreducible representations , branchingrules etc. The perfection of mathematical beauty is such that whateveris most beautiful and regular is also found to be most usefuland excellent.
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30 Continuous Symmetries VI.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandI prefer the open landscape under a clear sky with its depthof perspective, where the wealth of sharply de�ned nearbydetails gradually fades away towards the horizon.| H. Weyl, Classical Groups 1938The SO(4) Symmetry of Hydrogenic AtomsIntroductionIn this lecture we establish the rotation group in four spatial dimensions, SO(4) as the degeneracygroup for hydrogen-like atoms.SO(4) and Hydrogen-like AtomsThe Hamiltonian for a non-relativistic spinless hydogenic-like atom of atomic number Z may bewritten as H = p22m � kr (1)where k = Ze2.Clearly, [H;L2] = 0 and [H;Lz] = 0 (2)showing that the energy levels are degenerate with respect to ML for a given L and hence we expect adegeneracy of 2L+ 1 for each value of L and yet we know from Bohr's result that, in atomic units,En = � Z22n2 n = 1; 2; : : : (3)with the actual degeneracy being n2.In 1926 Pauli showed that the classical Runge-Lenz vectorA0 = p� Lm � krr (4)which occurs as a constant of motion in the Kepler problem can be written as a Hermitian quantumoperator as A00 = 12m (p� L� L� p) � krr (5)We then �nd the commuation relationships[H;Li] = [H;A00i ] = 0[Li; Lj ] = i"ijkLk; [Li; A00j ] = i"ijkA00k[A00i ; A00j ] = �2im"ijkLkH (6)Let us put (for bound states with E < 0) A = r�m2E A00 (7)and introduce two more vector operatorsM = 12(L+A) and N = 12(L�A) (8)



31 to yield [Mi;Mj ] = i"ijkMk [Ni; Nj] = i"ijkNk [Mi; Nj] = 0 (9)Note the two vector operators each separately generate the Lie algebra of a rotation group SO(3).Furthermore the components of the two vector operators commute and hence they generate the directproduct group SO(3)�SO(3) � SU (2)�SU (2) which is locally isomorphic to the rotation group SO(4).Thus it appears that the symmetry of a hydrogenic atom is higher than that of SO(3) . Indeed thedegeneracy group is SO(4).The Sophisticate's derivation of Bohr's FormulaThe operators M2 and N2 are the Casimir operators of the two commuting SO(3) groups witheigenvalues M2 = j(j + 1) and N2 = j0(j0 + 1) with (j; j0 = 0; 12 ; 1; : : :) (10)The group SO(4) is of rank 2 and we may form two Casimir operatorsF = M2 + N2 = 12(L2 + A2) (11)and G = L �A = M2 �N2 (12)For a hydrogenic atom, BUT not for a many-electron atom, we have L �A = 0 which forces the equalityj = j0 and hence G = 0 for a hydrogenic atom. Thus for a hydrogenic atomF = 2j(j + 1) (j = 0; 12 ; 1; : : :) (13)But from (7) and (11) we have F = 12 �L2 � 12EA002� = �Z24E � 12 (14)leading to the familiar Bohr resultEn = � Z22n2 (n = 2j + 1 = 0; 1; 2; : : : (15)The Degeneracy Group SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(3)The representations of SO(3)�SO(3) are of degree (2j+1)� (2j0+1) and since for a hydrogenicatom j = j0 we conclude that the levels are n2�fold degenerate with an additional factor of 2 required toaccommodate the two-fold spin degeneracy of the levels. Thus the degeneracy group of the hydrogen-likeatoms is SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(3).In�nitesimal Operators and Spherical Tensor Operators for SO(4)The group SO(4) may be generated by six in�nitesimal rotation operators that leave invariantthe quadratic form x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 and may be written asJ�� = i�x� @@x� � x� @@x�� (� 6= � = 1; 2; 3; 4) (16)where J�� = �J��We may write the six in�nitesimal rotation operators as components of two spherical rank-onetensor operators L(1) and A(1) by puttingL(1)0 = J23 L(1)�1 = � 1p2(J31 � J12) (17a)A(1)0 = J41 A(1)�1 = � 1p2(J42 � J43) (17b)



32 to yield the commutation algebra [L(1)i ; L(1)j ] = �"ijkL(1)k = [A(1)i ; A(1)j ][L(1)i ; A(1)j ] = �"ijkA(1)k (18)Labelling Irreducible representations of SO(4)The six components of L(1) and A(1) may be divided into two sets. The �rst set containstwo operators H1 and H2 that commute with one another and are constructed from suitable linearcombinations of L(1)0 and A(1)0 . The second set comprises the operators E� which are simultaneouseigenfunctions of H1 and H2,[H1; E�] = �1E� and [H2; E�] = �2E� (19)obtained from linear combinations of L(1)�1 and A(1)�1. The eigenvalues �1 and �2 de�ne a two-dimensionalweight space. In de�ning the weight space we are faced with two rather obvious choices:(1) H1 = L(1)0 and H2 = A(1)0 (20a)with E+�1 = L(1)�1 + A(1)�1 and E+�1 = L(1)�1 �A(1)�1 (20b)(2) H1 = 12(L(1)0 + A(1)0 ) and H2 = 12(L(1)0 �A(1)0 ) (21a)with E+�1 = 12(L(1)�1 + A(1)�1) and E+�1 = 12(L(1)�1 �A(1)�1 (21b)We may choose either Eqn.(20) or (21) to establish a systematic labelling of the irreduciblerepresentations of SO(4). Use of Eqn.(21) leads to labelling the irreducible representations in terms ofa pair of integers or half-integers [pq] which at the same time label the irreducible representations D[p]and D[q] of SO(3) contained in the direct product representation D[p]�D[q] of SO(3)�SO(3). Note thatin this scheme [pq] and [qp] (p 6= q) are distinct irreducible representations but under SO(4) ! SO(3)they decompose in the same manner.[pq]! [p+ q] + [p+ q � 1] + : : :+ [jp� qj] (22)The choice of Eqn.(20) leads to labels [pq] where p and q are both integers or half-integers withp � q and although p is necessarily positive, q may be positive or negative. In that case[pq]! [p] + [p� 1] + : : :+ [jqj] (23)Henceforth I will use this scheme for labelling the irreducible representations of SO(4) and write[p;�q] � [pq]� (24)SO(4) Coupled States and Coupling Coe�cientsThe group chain SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(2) (25)may be used to label symmetrised basis states in the formj[pq]jmi (26)where j labels the SO(3) representations obtained from Eqn.(23) amdm labels the SO(2) representationsarising from SO(3) ! SO(2). These basis states can be related to those of the SO(3) � SO(3) schemejj1m1; j2m2i by writingj[pq]jmi = j[j1 + j2; j1 � j2]jmi = Xm1;m2hm1m2jjmijj1m1j2m2i (27)



33 where the hm1m2jjmi are the usual SO(3) jm coe�cients.The Kronecker product [p1q1]� [p2q2] may be resolved by noting Eqn.(26) to give[p1q1]� [p2q2] = tX�=0 uX�=0[p1 + p2 � �� �; q1 + q2 � �+ �] (28)where t is the lesser of p1 + q1 and p2 + q2 while u is the lesser of p1 � q1 and p2 � q2.[31]� [21]� = [52]� + [5] + [43]� + [41]+ + 2[41]� + [32]+ + [32]� + 2[3] + 2[21]+ + [21]� + [1]The SO(4) coupling coe�cients may be de�ned as the coe�cientsh[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12M12j[p1q1]j1m1[p2q2]j2m2i that e�ect the unitary transformationj[p1q1]j1m1[p2q2]j2m2i = X[p12q12]J12M12h[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12M12j[p1q1]j1m1[p2q2]j2m2i� j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12M12i (29)This coupling coe�cient may be expressed in terms of the 3nj�symbols of SO(3) angular momentumtheory by �rst making use of Eqn. (27) to yieldh[p1q1]j1m1[p2q2]j2m2j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12M12i= [(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(2J12 + 1)(p12 + q12 + 1)(p12 � q12 + 1)] 12� (�1)J12�M12 � j1 J12 j2m1 �M12 m2��8<: 12 (p1 + q1) 12(p2 + q2) 12(p12 + q12)12 (p1 � q1) 12(p2 � q2) 12(p12 � q12)j1 j2 J12 9=; (30)This result essentially consists of two factors, the �rst equivalent to a Clebsch-Gordan coe�cienthj1m1j2m2jj1j2; J12M12i and the second to a coupling coe�cient working at the SO(4) � SO(3) level.Thus the coupling coe�cient de�ned in Eqn. (30) can be factorised ash[p1q1]j1m1[p2q2]j2m2j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12M12i= hj1m1j2m2jj1j2; J12M12ih[p1q1]j1[p2q2]j2j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12i (31)with h[p1q1]j1[p2q2]j2j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12i= [(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(p12 + q12 + 1)(p12 � q12 + 1)] 12�8<: 12(p1 + q1) 12 (p2 + q2) 12 (p12 + q12)12(p1 � q1) 12 (p2 � q2) 12 (p12 � q12)j1 j2 J12 9=; (32)The Wigner-Eckart Theorem for SO(4)Eqn.(30) allows us to construct a basis de�ned through the group chain SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(2)and to construct tensor operators T[pq]K exhibit well-de�ned transformation properties with respect tothe same chain of groups. It then follows from the Wigner-Eckart theorem thath�1[p1q1]J1M1jT [pq]KQ j�2[p2q2]J2M2i= (�1)J1�M1 � J1 K J2�M1 Q M2� h�1[p1q1]J1kT [pq]Kk�2[p2q2]J2i (33)where we have factored o� the dependence of the matrix element on the SO(2) representations leavingthe reduced matrix elementh�1[p1q1]J1kT [pq]Kk�2[p2q2]J2i



34 = [(2K + 1)(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)]12 8<: 12 (p1 + q1) 12(p2 + q2) 12(p+ q)12 (p1 � q1) 12(p2 � q2) 12(p� q)J1 J2 K 9=;� h�1[p1q1]kT [pq]k�2[p2q2]i (34)where a factor [(p1 + q1 + 1)(p1 � q1 + 1)] 12 has been absorbed in our de�nition of the reduced matrixelement on the right-hand-side. Thus Eqn. (34) allows us to completely encase the dependence of thematrix elements on the quantum numbers associated with the subgroups SO(3) � SO(2) in familiar3nj�symbols that may be readily computed.We can use the above tensor operator results to compute the matrix elements of the generatorsof SO(4).Eigenvalues of the Casimir Operators of SO(4)Recall F = M2 + N2 = 12(L2 + A2) (11)and G = L �A = M2 �N2 (12)Acting on an SO(4) symmetrised ket and recalling from Eqn.(27) thatj[pq]jmi � j[j1 + j2; j1 � j2]jmi (35)We readily �nd the eigenvalues for the two SO(4) Casimir operators asF j�[pq]LM i = 12(p2 + 2p+ q2)2j�[pq]LM i (36a)Gj�[pq]LM i = q(p + 1)j�[pq]LM i (36b)Recall that for a hydrogenic-like atom the eigenvalues of G are null and the relevant SO(4) irreduciblerepresentations necessarily have q = 0. Furthermore, from Eqn.(22) under SO(4) ! SO(3)[n� 1; 0]! [n� 1] + [n� 2] + : : : [0] (37)and hence the states of a hydrogen-like atom may be described by the basis statesj[n� 1; 0]`mi ` = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1 (38)The SO(4) irreducible representation [n� 1; 0] is of dimension n2 and we may identify n with the usualprincipal quantum number.Two-electron SO(4) Symmetrised StatesLet us now do a worked example and construct the SO(4) symmetrised states for two electronsin n = 2 orbitals, that is for the three 2-electron con�gurations 2s2, 2s2p and 2p2. First we note thatfor a single electron in a n = 2 orbital the complete set of the four orbital states span the 4-dimensionalSO(4) irreducible representation [1; 0] (for convenience I will henceforth omit the comma and just write[10] etc.). Thus we have the four statesj[10]2s0i; j[10]2p0i; j[10]2p1i; j[10]2p� 1i (39)Starting with these four orbitals we wish to form a complete set of states for two-electrons in n = 2orbitals.We evaluate the Kronecker product [10]� [10] using Eqn.(28) to get[10]� [10] = [20] + [11]+ + [11]� + [00] (40)We then determine the SO(3) content of each SO(4) irreducible representation appearing in the right-hand-side of Eqn. (40) using Eqn. (23) to give the total orbital quantum number L as[20]SPD; [11]+P; [11]�P; [00]S (41)



35 We must also remember that these states will correspond to either spin triplet states with S = 1 or spinsinglet states with S = 0. The triplets will come from the antisymmetric part of Eqn.(40) ([11]+ + [11]�)and the singlets from the symmetric part ([20] + [00]). Thus we could rewrite Eqn.(41) as[20]1SPD; [11]3+P; [11]3�P; [00]1S (42)We note that Eqn. (42) has two 1S states, presumably associated with those of the con�gurations 2s2and 2p2 so evidently j[20]1Si = aj2s2 1Si + bj2p2 1Si (43a)j[00]1Si = �bj2s2 1Si + aj2p2 1Si (43b)Now our problem is to determine the coe�cients of the expansion. This may be done by noting fromEqn. (32) thatj[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12i= Xj1;j2h[p1q1]j1[p2q2]j2j[p1q1][p2q2]; [p12q12]J12ij[p1q1]j1[p2q2]j2i= Xj1;j2 [(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(p12 + q12 + 1)(p12 � q12 + 1)]12 8<: 12 (p1 + q1) 12(p2 + q2) 12(p12 + q12)12 (p1 � q1) 12(p2 � q2) 12(p12 � q12)j1 j2 J12 9=;� j[p1q1]j1[p2q2]j2i (44)Thus j[00]1Si = X̀1;`2 [(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)]12 8<: 12 12 012 12 0`1 `2 09=; j[10]`1[10]`2;1 Si (45)The only permissible values of f`1; `2g are `1 = `2 = 0; 1. Evaluation of the 9j�symbols leads immediatelyto j[00]1Si = 12 j2s2 1Si + p32 j2p2 1Si (46)One may likewise determine the expansion coe�cients for the other SO(4) symmetrised states to givej[11]3�P i = 1p2(j2p2 3P > �j2s2p 3P i)j[20]1Di = j2p2 1Dij[20]1P i = �j2s2p 1P ij[20]1Si = p32 j2s2 1Si � 12 j2p2 1Sij[00]1Si = 12 j2s2 1Si + p32 j2p2 1Si (47)Note that the states j[11]3�P i involve linear combinations of odd and even parity states. States of thesame parity can be formed from linear combinationsj[pjqj]SLi� = 1p2(j[pq]SLi � j[p;�q]SLi) (48)



36 Continuous Symmetries VII.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandThe sagacious reader who is capable of reading betweenthese lines what does not stand written in them, but isnevertheless implied, will be able to form some conception.| GoetheThe Dynamical Group of the Hydrogen AtomIntroductionWe have found the degeneracy group of the H-atom to be SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(3) � SU (2) � SU (2)and now seek a dynamical group for the H-atom. We �rst give a description of SO(4) in terms of bosoniccreation and annihilation operators and then obtain a realisation of the dynamical group also in terms ofbosonic operators.Boson Operators and SO(4)Let us introduce the two-component boson spin operators ai; ayi (i; j = 1; 2) where[ai; ayj] = �ij (1)Using the Pauli spin matrices�1 = �0 11 0� �2 = �0 �ii 0 � �3 = �1 00 �1� (2)we can write the generators of SU (2) as Ji = 12ay�ia (3)with a = � a1a2� ay = �ay1 ay2 � (4)The creation operators ay acting on the vacuum state j0i can be used to create an arbitrarySU (2) ket jjmi, jjmi = (ay1)j+m(ay2)j�m[(j + m)!(j �m)!] 12 j0i (5)Since the group SO(4) is locally isomorphic to SU (2)�SU (2) we may obtain a realisation of thegenerators of SO(4) by putting Ji = 12ay�ia andJ 0i = 12by�ib (6)where [ai; ayj] = �ij [bi; byj] = �ij (7)and the components of ay and a commute with those of by and b. The SO(4) kets then becomejjm; j0m0i = (ay1)j+m(ay2)j�m(by1)j0+m0 (by2)j0�m0[(j + m)!(j �m)!(j0 + m0)!(j0 �m0)!] 12 j0i (8)



37 The ladder operators in this basis then becomeJ+ = ay1a2 J 0+ = by1b2J� = ay2a1 J 0� = by2b1 (9)The operators L and A then becomeLi = Ji + J 0i = 12 �ay�ia+ by�ib� (10)Ai = Ji � J 0i = 12 �ay�ia� by�ib� (11)It is convenient to introduce the antisymmetric tensorsLij = �Lji (i 6= j) (12)where Lk = Lij = 12 �ay�ka� by�kb�(i; j; k = 1; 2; 3 and cyclic permutations) (13)and �Ai = Li4 = �12 �ay�ia � by�ib� (14)Under commutation we then have[Lij; Lkl] = i (�ikLjl + �ilLkj + �jkLil + �jlLik) (15)The principal quantum number of the H�AtomSo far we have found the degeneracy group as SO(4) and the energy spectrum generating groupas SO(2; 1). The dynamical group must contain these two groups as subgroups of some larger non-compact group. Traditionally the states of an H�atom are labelled by the quantum numbers jn`mi.In constructing the dynamical group we want to include operators that will ladder n and ` but �rst weconstruct an operator L56 whose eigenvalues are the principal quantum number n.Consider the operator �0 = L56 = 12 �aya � byb+ 2� (16)which commutes with all the generators of SO(4) and has the form of a number operator. If we applyL56 to both sides of Eqn.(8), use the commutation properties of the annihilation and creation operatorsand remember that aij0i (17)and hai; ayxi i = xayx�1i (18)then L56jjm; j0m0i = (j + j0 + 1)jjm; j0m0i (19)But for a hydrogen atom j = j0 and 2j + 1 = n and henceL56jn`mi = njn`mi (19)and the eigenvalues of L56 are just the principal quantum number n.The operator L56 taken with the generators of SO(4) generate the compact direct product groupSO(2) � SO(4) which should be a subgroup of our non-compact dynamical group.The Dynamical Group ObtainedLet us consider two further scalar operators,T = L45 = 12 �ay�2by � a�2b� (20)



38 and S = L46 = 12 �ay�2by + a�2b� (21)Under commutation, [L45; L46] = iL56 (22)Now consider N� = L45 � iL46 (23)or N+ = ay�2by = �i(ay1by2 � ay2by1) (24a)N� = a�2b = �i(a1b2 � a2b1) (24b)Since [L56; N�] = �N� (25)we anticipate that N� raises or lowers n by �1.Consider the ket jn``i � jjj; jji (26)which has n = 2j + 1 and ` = n� 1,iN+jn``i = (ay1by2 � ay2by1)jjj; jji= �ay2j+11 by2j1 by2 � ay2j1 ay2by2j+11 �2j! j0i= n�jj + 12 j + 12 ; j + 12 j � 12 i � jj + 12 j � 12 ; j + 12 j + 12i�= (�1)n�1n h1� (�1)n+`0i (2`0 + 1) 12�� n2 n2 `0n2 n2 � 1 �n + 1� jn+ 1`0`i (27)where we have transformed to the n`m basis. Inspection of the 3j�symbol together with the phase factor(�1)n+`0 shows that `0 is limited to `0 = n� 1 = `. Explicit evaluation of the 3j�symbol leads toiN+jn``i = (�1)n2np6(2n+ 1)jn+ 1``i (28)where ` = n� 1.Similarly, �iN�jn+ 1``i = (�1)n2p6(2n+ 1) jn``i (29)and [N+; N�] = �2L56 (30)The operators Lij; Li4; L45 and L46 allow us to ladder from the vacuum state j0i to any ketjn`mi. However, this set of operators, together with L56 do not close under commutation, to do that weneed two additional vector operators M and � with componentsMi = Li5 = i[Li4; L45] = �12 �ay�iCby� a�iCb� (31)�i = Li6 = �i[Li5; L56] = � i2 �ay�iCby + a�iCb� (32)where C = � 0 1�1 0� (33)We now have a set of 15 operators, fLij ; Li4; Li5; L45; L46; L56g that close under commutation:[Lab; Lcd] = �i(gacLbd + gadLcb + gbcLda + gbdLac) (34)



39 where gab is associated with the metric (� � � � + +). The corresponding Lie algebra formed by the15 operators is that associated with the non-compact group SO(4; 2) which holds invariant the real form�X gabxaxb (35)and is isomorphic to the group SU (2; 2) that holds invariant the complex formz1z�1 + z2z�2 � z3z�3 � z4z�4 (36)Since the operators of SO(4; 2) allow us to pass from any ket jn`mi to any other ket jn0`0m0iwe conclude that SO(4; 2) contains a single irreducible representation that covers all the states of ahydrogenic atom and is indeed the dynamical group of a hydrogenic atom.Casimir Operators of SO(4; 2)The group SO(4; 2) is a group of rank 3 and hence has three independent Casimir operatorswhich we may take asC2 = LabLab C3 = "abcdefLabLcdLef C4 = LabLbcLcdLda (37)where Lab = gabLab (38)Acting on an arbitrary ket jn`mi we �nd the eigenvaluesC2 = 6 C3 = 0 C4 = 0 (39)Exercises1. Show that the set of 15 operators L = r� pA = 12rp2 � p(r �p)� 12rM = 12rp2 � p(r �p) + 12r� = rpT = r �p� i�0 = 12(rp2 + r)S = 12(rp2 � r) (40)give an alternative realisation of the generators of SO(4; 2).2. Show that in the above realisation the Casimir invariants and their eigenvalues areC2 = L2 + A2 �M2 � �2 + S2 � T 2 � �20 = �3C3 = 0C4 = 0 (41)3. Use the commutation relations of the generators of SO(4; 2) to establish the following subgroupsof SO(4; 2)SO(2) � SO(4) (L56)(Lij ; Li4)SO(4; 1) Lij; Li4; Li5; L45SO(4; 1)0 Lij; Li4; Li6; L46SO(3; 2) Lij; Li5; Li6; L56SO(3; 1) Lij; Li6SO(3; 1)0 Lij; Li5SO(4) Lij; Li4SO(2; 1)� SO(3) (L45; L46; L56)(Lij)SO(2; 1)� SO(2; 1) (N1�; N13 )(N2�; N23 ) (42)



40 where in the last case we de�ne the generators asN11 = 12(L46 + L35)N12 = 12(L45 � L36)N13 = 12(L56 + L34) (43)and N21 = 12(L46 � L35)N22 = 12(L45 + L36)N23 = 12(L56 � L34) (44)I have yet to see any problem, however complicated, which,when you looked at it in the right way, did not become stillmore complicated| Poul Anderson



41 Continuous Symmetries VIII.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandSome Aspects of Two-electron Systems..his Majesty's mathematicians, having taken the height of mybody by the help of a quadrant, and �nding it to exceed theirsin the proportion of twelve to one, they concluded from thesimilarity of their bodies, that mine must contain at least1724 of theirs, and consequently would require as much foodas was necessary to support that number of Lilliputans.|Johnathan Swift Gulliver's travels (1726)IntroductionWe saw in the previous lectures how one may construct SO(4)�symmetrised states involvingtwo electrons in orbitals having a given principal quantum number n. This resulted in forming linearcombinations of states involving various two-electron con�gurations but only those that are degeneratein the SO(4) scheme. We also found that it was possible to describe the complete set of states of ahydrogenic-like atom in terms of a single irreducible representation of the dynamical group SO(4; 2) �SU (2; 2). Suppose we were to consider two-electrons. We might consider the states formed from thedirect product of that irreducible representation with itself or better still resolving the direct productinto its symmetric and antisymmetric parts which could be respectively associated with spin singlets andtriplets. In this lecture I want to sketch how one might proceed to construct states symmetrised withrespect to a group chain of the formU (2; 2) � U (2) � U (2) � SU (2) � SU (2) � SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(2) (1)The Hydrogenic RepresentationThe systematic labelling of the irreducible representations of the non-compact group U (p; q)group has been developed by King and Wybourne1 and is based upon its maximal compact subgroupU (q)�U (p). Furthermore they give an algorithm to evaluate the U (p; q) ! U (q)�U (p) branching rules.For the hydrogen atom we are interested in the case with p = q = 2 and in particular the irreduciblerepresentation they label as H0 = f1(�0; 0)g (2)and under U (2; 2) ! U (2)� U (2) H0 ! 1Xm=0f �mg � fmg (3)Under U (2)� U (2) ! SU (2) � SU (2) � SO(4)f �mg � fmg ! fmg � fmg ! [m; 0] (4)Thus the irreducible representation H0 does indeed contain all the discrete states of the H�atom.More generally we have under U (2) ! SU (2) the branching rulesf�1�2g ! f�1 � �2gf�1�2g ! f�1 � �2g (5)Thus, for example, f42g ! f2g



42 f42g ! f2gfmg ! fmgfmg ! fmgFinally, we note that an arbitrary irreducible representation f��g � f�g of the direct productgroup U (2)� U (2) goes irreducibly into an irreducible representation of SO(4) asf��g � f�g ! [�1 � �2 + �1 � �22 ; �1 � �2 � �1 + �22 ] (6)Thus, for example f41g � f32g ! [2; 1]f32g � f41g ! [2;�1]f �mg � fmg ! [m; 0]The Two-electron Basis StatesThe Kronecker product H0�H0 may be resolved into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts as2H0 
 f2g = 1Xk=0f2(2k; 2k)g (7a)H0 
 f12g = 1Xk=0f2(2k + 1; 2k + 1)g (7b)The symmetric terms are associated with spin singlets, S = 0, and the antisymmetric terms with spintriplets, S = 1.The next step is to identify the U (2)�U (2) content of each of the in�nite dimensional irreduciblerepresentations appearing on the right-hand-side of (7a) and (7b). This requires use of the algorithmsdescribed in ref. (1). We now give a partial table:-f2(0; 0)g !f0g � f0g + f1g � f1g + f12g � f12g + f2g � f2g+ f21g � f21g + f22g � f22g + f3g � f3g + f31g � f31g+ f32g � f32g + f32g � f32g + f4g � f4g + f41g � f41gf2(1; 1)g !f1g � f1g + f12g � f2g + f2g � f12g + f2g � f2g+ f21g � f21g + f21g � f3g + f22g � f31g + f3g � f21g+ f3g � f3g + f31g � f22g + f31g � f31g + f31g � f4g+ f32g � f32g + f32g � f41g + f32g � f42g + f4g � f31gf2(2; 2)g !f2g � f2g + f21g � f3g + f22g � f4g + f3g � f21g+ f3g � f3g + f31g � f31g + f31g � f4g + f32g � f41gf2(3; 3)g !f3g � f3g + f31g � f4g + f32g � f5g + f32g � f6gf2(4; 4)g !f4g � f4g + f41g � f5g + f42g � f6g + f43g � f7g (8)



43 (A more extensive table can be found at my website.)Recall that at the U (2)� U (2) level the in�nite discrete states of an H-atom involve the representationsf�0gf0g+ f�1gf1g+ f�2gf2g+ f�3gf3g+ f�4gf4g+ : : :Two-electron states may be formed by taking products of pairs of the above irreducible representationswith each set of states being associated with a pair of principal quantum numbers (n1; n2). Whenn1 6= n2 the various orbital states have spins S = 0; 1. When n1 = n2 care must be taken withantisymmetrisation, this amounts to taking symmetrised products of the pair of identical U (2) � U (2)irreducible representations . Technically this may be done using the theory of plethysm3;4. In particularwe have for the symmetric part of fmg � fmgfmg 
 f2g = f2mg+ f2m � 2; 2g+ f2m� 4; 4g+ : : : (9a)and for the antisymmetric part of the squarefmg 
 f12g = f2m� 1; 1g+ f2m� 3; 3g+ f2m� 5; 5g+ : : : (9b)and for f �mg � f �mg f �mg 
 f2g = f2mg+ f2m � 2; 2g+ f2m� 4; 4g+ : : : (10a)and for the antisymmetric part of the squaref �mg 
 f12g = f2m� 1; 1g+ f2m� 3; 3g+ f2m� 5; 5g+ : : : (10b)leading to (f �mgfmg)
 f2g = f �mg 
 f2g � fmg 
 f2g+ f �mg 
 f12g � fmg 
 f12g (11a)(f �mgfmg)
 f12g = f �mg 
 f12g � fmg 
 f2g+ f �mg 
 f2g � fmg 
 f12g (11b)Thus, for example, (f�1gf1g)
 f2g = f�1g 
 f2g � f1g 
 f2g+ f�1g 
 f12g � f1g 
 f12g= f�2gf2g+ f �12gf12g (12a)(f�1gf1g)
 f12g = f�1g 
 f12g � f1g 
 f2g+ f�1g 
 f2g � f1g 
 f12g= f �12gf2g+ f�2gf12g (12b)Those in (12a) are symmetrical in the orbital space and hence will belong to spin singlets (S = 0) whilethose in (12b) are antisymmetrical in the orbital space and will belong to spin triplets (S = 1). Thesewe could identify with the two-electron states(S = 0) j2s2 1Si; j2p2 1Si; j2p2 1Di; j2s2p1P i (13a)(S = 1) j2s2p3P i; j2p2 3P i (13b)These are just the two-electron states we described in Lecture VI in Eqn. (47).Description of the two-electron statesThere is an in�nite set of discrete two-electron states described by an in�nite set of in�nite-dimensional irreducible representations of U (2; 2). These states may be each described by a set ofquantum numbers associated with the irreducible representation labels arising in the group chainU (2; 2) � U (2)� U (2) � SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(2) (14)The decompositions occurring along every step in the chain are multiplicity free and hence the set ofirreducible representation labels unambiguously de�nes every two-electron state. The U (2; 2) irreduciblerepresentations are all of the form f2( �m;m)g and hence a general two-electron basis state could bedescribed as f2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]LM i (15)with [pq] being determined from Eqn.(6) and the values of the L quantum number from[pq]! [p] + [p� 1] + : : :+ [jqj] (16)



44 A ket symmetrised as in Eqn. (15) can be expanded as a sum of products of one-particle kets such thatjf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]LM i= Xp1 ;p2;`1;`2hf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g[p10]`1m1; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2g[p20]`2m2jf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]LM i� jf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g[p10]`1m1ijf1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2g[p20]`2m2i (17)The �rst term on the right-hand-side of (17) is a generalised coupling coe�cient which may be factorisedto a triple product of coupling coe�cients ashf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g[p10]`1m1; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2g[p20]`2m2jf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]i= hf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g[p10]; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2g[p20]jf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]i� h[p10]`1; [p20]`2j[pq]Li� h`1m1; `2m2jLM i (18)The third coupling coe�cient we recognise as the standard CG-coe�cient of angular momentum theorywhile the second is the SO(4) � SO(3) coupling coe�cient given as Eqn.(44) of Lecture VI. The �rstcoupling coe�cient could be further factorised ashf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g[p10]; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2g[p20]jf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�g[pq]i= hf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2gjf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�gi� hf �p1g � fp1g[p10]; f �p2g � fp2g[p20]jf��g � f�g[pq]i (19)Neither of these coupling coe�cients appear in the literature. The orthognality conditions on isoscalarfactors5 are such that the second factor can be, at most, a phase which we shall take as +1 with the �rstfactor absorbing the phase. This leaves the �rst factorhf1(�0; 0)gf �p1g � fp1g; f1(�0; 0)gf �p2g � fp2gjf2( �m;m)gf��g � f�gi (20)to be determined.Two-electron states and U (2)� U (2) irreducible representationsAny two-electron state transforming under U (2) � U (2) as fp1q1g � fp2q2g may be associatedwith one or more pairs of principal quantum numbers (n1; n2). We may determine these pairs as follows:-Let m1 = min(q1 + 1; q2 + 1) and m2 = max(p1 + 1; p2 + 1) (21)then (n1; n2) = f(m1;m2); (m1 + 1;m2 � 1); : : : ; (m1 + x;m2 � x)g (22)where x is such that (n2 � n1). Thus, for example,f�3g � f3g 2 f(1; 4); (2; 3)gf53g � f62g 2 f(4; 6); (5; 5)gf61g � f52g 2 f(3; 6); (4; 5)gNote that under U (2; 2) ! U (2) � U (2) the decomposition of the irreducible representation f2( �m;m)galways yields irreducible representations f��g�f�g of U (2)�U (2) such that the weights of f��g and f�gare the same. i.e. !� = !� (23)Assigning quantum numbersA determination of the isoscalar factor in Eqn. (20) would immediately allow one to expand anysymmetrised two-electron state as a linear combination of products of one-electron states. Inspection ofthe irreducible representations appearing in Eqn. (8) permits some straightforward assignments:-f2(�0; 0)gf�0g � f0g[00] � j1s21Sif2(�0; 0)gf�1g � f1g[10] � j1s2s1Si; j1s2p1P if2(�1; 1)gf�1g � f1g[10] � j1s2s3Si; j1s2p3P i



45 f2(�0; 0)gf12g � f12g[00] � 12 j2s21Si + p32 j2p21Sif2(�1; 1)gf�2g � f2g[20] � fj1s3s3Si; j1s3p3P i; j1s3d3Dig (24)A problem arises when one considers the states associated with the f�2g � f2g states of U (2) � U (2)as this irreducible representation occurs with three irreducible representations of U (2; 2), namely theirreducible representations f2(�0; 0)g; f2(�1; 1)g; f2(�2; 2)g. It follows from Eqn. (22) that these three setsof states are associated with the principal quantum number pairs (1; 3); (2; 2). The S = 1 arising from(1; 3) can only be assigned as in Eqn. (24). There remain two sets of 9 S = 0 states, one set coming from(1; 3) and the other from (2; 2). One cannot simply assign these to f2(�0; 0)g; f2(�2; 2)g without additionalinformation which must come either from the solution of Eqn. (8) or from explicit construction of thestates by use of the ladder operators of the dynamical group U (2; 2).Concluding remarksWe end with two open problems that I am content to leave to the future.1. Find an explicit form for the isoscalar factors de�ned in Eqn. (8).2. Use the ladder operators of U (2; 2) to give an explicit expansion of symmetrised two-electronstates in two-electron con�guration space.Note that while for a single electron one has a dynamical group equipped with a complete set ofladder operators that allow one to move from any discrete state to any other discrete state such is not thecase for a many-electron atom. One can only ladder within a given irreducible representation of U (2; 2).I have no clear idea where this will lead to but without solving such problems one does notknow what new problems may arise, possibly in entirely di�erent �elds such as in the theory of specialfunctions.References1. R. C. King and B. G. Wybourne, Holomorphic discrete series and harmonic series irreduciblerepresentations of non-compact Lie groups: Sp(2n;<); U (p; q) and SO�(2n), J. Phys. A: Math.Gen. 18, 3113 (1985).2. J-Y Thibon, F. Toumazet and B. G. Wybourne, Products and plethysms for the fundamentalharmonic series representations of U (p; q), J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 30, 4851 (1997).3. D. E. Littlewood, The theory of group characters 2nd edn, Oxford: Clarendon Press (1958).4. B. G. Wybourne, Symmetry principles in atomic spectroscopy, New York: Wiley-Interscience(1970).5. B. G. Wybourne, Classical groups for physicists, New York: Wiley-Interscience (1973).



46 Continuous Symmetries IX.B.G.WybourneInstytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernikaul. Grudzi�adzka 5/787-100 Toru�nPolandMaybe history repeats itself - but I must have the facts.| Alamut Ambush xii, A. Price (1971)SO(4) Symmetry and Doubly Excited StatesIntroductionIn this lecture we extend lecture VI to an examination of some of the properties of doubly excitedstates of two-electron atoms starting with some historical remarks.A little HistoryIn 1959 Layzer1 introduced the concept of an electron con�guration complex. A complex consistedof all those N�electron con�gurations involving occupation of orbitals characterised by the same principalquantum number n. Thus a given complex can be speci�ed by simply giving (N;n). Thus the complex(2; 2) consists of the con�guration set 2s2 + 2s2p+ 2p2 (1)while (3; 2) consists of 2s22p+ 2s2p2 + 2p3 (2)and (2; 3) consists of 3s2 + 3s3p+ 3s3d+ 3p2 + 3p3d+ 3d2 (3)etc. Note that for the two-electron complexes (2; n) there are n(n+ 1)=2 two-electron con�gurationsand that there are con�gurations of both parities in a given complex. Layzer asserted that con�gurationinteraction within a complex was a fundamental feature of atomic spectra. This feature he also associatedwith his Z�expansion model for the properties of complexes. It was found that if one diagonalised theCoulomb repulsion term in the complex (2; 2) one obtained for the two 1S statesj1Sai = �0:476j2s21Si + 0:880j2p21Si (4a)j1Sbi = �0:880j2s21Si � 0:476j2p21Si (4b)This strong con�guration interaction between 2s2 and 2p2 had been noted by Condon and Shortley2 whopointed out that the energy ratio E(1S) �E(1D)E(1S) � E(3P ) = 35 (5)should, in the absence of con�guration interaction, be independent of the choice of Slater radial integrals.The ratio showed strong departures from 32 .Could one have predicted the coe�cients appearing in (4a) and (4b)? To that end Wulfman3and Alper and Sinano�oglu4 introduced a calculation based upon the group SO(4) much as outlined inlecture VI. Their results were surprisingly close to the values given in (4). Butler and Wybourne5 asked"Is the Group R4 an Approximate Symmetry for Many-Electron Theory ?" pointing out that both setsof authors had made a phase error which when corrected destroyed the agreement (see6;7 for furtherdetails).Approximate dynamical symmetry of two-electron atomsBendar8 discussed some of the properties of hydrogenic electron repulsion integrals in terms ofthe O(4; 2) group while Butler etal9 tabulated algebraic expressions for the integrals. Wulfman andKumei10 tried to approximate hydrogenic Coulomb integrals in terms of the generators of the O(4; 2)



47 group. Wulfman11 then realised that one could obtain an alternative realisation for two-electron systemsby requiring that the di�erence in the Runge-Lenz vectors of the two electrons be minimised rather thantheir sum. At �rst this seems a trivial change as the SO(4) group structure remains, the Kroneckerproducts, SO(4) ! SO(3) branching rules and the commutation relations are unchanged. However, thetwo-electron SO(4) basis states are not quite the same as those where the generators are built from thethe sum of the Runge-Lenz vectors of the two electrons. The recoupling analogue of Eq.(45) of LectureVI can di�er by at most a phase but in this case a critically important phase. Wulfman11 obtainedj[n1 � 1][n2 � 1]; [PQ]LM i= X̀1;`2(�1)`2�n2+1[(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)(P +Q+ 1)(P � Q+ 1)] 12 8<: 12 (n1 � 1) 12 (n1 � 1) `112 (n2 � 1) 12 (n2 � 1) `212(P + Q) 12(P � Q) L9=;� j[n1 � 1]`1[n2 � 1]`2;LM i (6)Explicit evaluation then yields j[00]1Si = �12 j2s21Si + p32 j2p21Si (7a)j[20]1Si = �p32 j2s21Si � 12 j2p21Si (7b)which is remarkably close to (4a) and (4b) respectively, and indeed was what was found in the originalincorrect calculations3;4. History is just a collection of footnotes?| Natterjack Niall Duthie (Faber&Faber 1996)Why does it Work?The agreement between (4) and (7) is rather remarkable and demands an explanation. Imagineyou have two electrons in a doubly excited state. Classically you would have said the most likely ar-rangement of the two electrons would be on the opposite sides of the central nucleus, rather like a XYXmolecule. Recall the generators of SO(4)12 have been chosen to involve the di�erence in the Runge-Lenz operators for the pair of electrons. As Wulfman showed10;11 this has the e�ect of giving a goodapproximation to the Coulomb repulsion contribution to the energy of the two-electron states. Note thatthe Wulfman and Kumei paper10 plays the key role in the analysis. A point often missed in subsequentpublications.U (4) ! SO(4) ModelsThere has been much emphasis in the literature on grouping the various SO(4) irreducible rep-resentations into supermultiplets treating the atom very much like a XYX molecule12�16. To that endattempts have been made to embed the group SO(4) into the higher group U (4) very much as done invibron models of molecules17;18. Basically the idea has been to embed the O(4) states of the one-electronCoulomb problem into a U (4) and then the states of the two-electron problem are embedded in a coupledU (4)1 � U (4)2 group14 with the two-electron states being classi�ed in terms of the group chainU (4)1 � U (4)2 � U (4)12 � O(4)12 � O(3)12 (8)The problem with such a model is that it inevitably leads to spurious states and their interpretation isby no means obvious. Let us sketch an alternative possibility based upon the group SO(5).Sketch of a SO(5) model for doubly excited statesWe �rst note that under SO(5) ! SO(4) we have[n� 1] ! [n� 1] + [n� 2] + : : :+ [0] (9)and hence we can cover the complete set of orbital states of a hydrogen atom, up to principal quantumnumber n, in a single irreducible representation [n� 1] of SO(5). This irreducible representation is of



48 degree Dim[n � 1] = n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)2 (10)For two-electrons, the complete set of S = 0 states involving principal quantum numbers up ton span the SO(5) irreps that arise in the SO(5) plethysm [n� 1]
 f2g of degreeDim[n � 1]
 f2g = n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(2n+ 1)(2n2 � n+ 3)72 (11a)while the S = 1 states come from the plethysm [n� 1; 0]
 f12g of degree(n� 1)n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)(2n2 + 5n+ 6)72 (11b)One notes that under SO(5) ! SO(4) the branching rule19;20 is[�] ! [�=M ] (12)with the understanding that for two-part partitions on the right-hand-side of (12) we have the equivalence[�1�2] � [�1�2]+ + [�1�2]� (13)where the subscript � signi�es that the second part of the partition is �. Thus [21]� = [2;�1] while[21]+ = [2; 1].Now consider the case of n = 3. The one-electron states span the [2] irreducible representationof SO(5) and [2]
 f2g = [4] + [22] + [2] + [0] S = 0 (14a)[2]
 f12g = [31] + [12] S = 1 (14b)Note that for SO(5) in general the terms in the plethysm [n]
f2g comprise all irreducible representationsof SO(5) involving at most two even parts with with the sum of the two parts � 2n while the terms inthe plethysm [n]
 f12g comprise all irreducible representations of SO(5) involving two odd parts withwith the sum of the two parts � 2n. Thus, for example,[3]
 f2g = [6] + [42] + [4] + [22] + [2] + [0][3]
 f12g = [51] + [32] + [31] + [12]Under SO(5) ! SO(4) one has, for example,[4]![4] + [3] + [2] + [1] + [0][22] ![22]+ + [22]� + [21]+ + [21]� + [2][2]![2] + [1] + [0][0]![0][31]![31]+ + [31]� + [3] + [21]+ + [21]� + [2] + [11]+ + [11]� + [1][12] ![11]+ + [11]� + [1] (15)These are precisely the SO(4) irreducible representations that one expects for the various two-electroncon�gurations that arise for orbitals involving principal quantum numbers n � 3. These, of course, arealso the SO(4) irreducible representations that arise in the SO(4) plethysms([2] + [1] + [0])
 f2g = [4] + [3] + [22]� +[22] + +[21]�+[21] + +3[2] + 2[1] + 3[0] (16a)([2] + [1] + [0])
 f12g = [31]�+[31] + +[3] + [21]� +[21] + +[2] + 2[12]�+2[12] + +2[1] (16b)Note that for two electrons the plethysms in SO(5) are multiplicity free and the quantum numbersassociated with the canonical embeddingSO(5) � SO(4) � SO(3) � SO(2) (17)are complete. This should have the consequence of permitting a complete algebraic construction of thesymmetrised two-electron states up to a chosen principal quantum number n with all the recoupling



49 coe�cients algebraic in the same sense as for the SO(4) ! SO(3) recoupling coe�cients. This problemI leave to others to complete. An now for a little more history.History, it is said, repeats itself: : : Few are but remindedalmost everyday: : : of something that has gone before.| Marian Rooke III H Sedley (1865)E�ective HamiltoniansThe use of e�ective Hamiltonians is well-known in nuclear physics where the knowledge of theHamiltonian is more incomplete than in atomic physics. Nevertheless there has been interest in construct-ing e�ective Hamiltonians for complex atomic spectra21�24 that has allowed one to correlate experimentaldata with theoretical calculations in terms of parameterised e�ective operators. Initially calculations sim-ply treated the Slater radial Coulomb integrals and the spin-orbit radial integral as parameters. Trees25observed that the addition of an e�ective operator L(L+ 1) led to a considerable reduction in the least-squares error between experimental and theoretical atomic levels in the 3d�shell. This became knownas the \Trees correction". Runciman and Wybourne26 showed that the inclusion of such a correctionwas signi�cant in the 4f�shell. At that time the origin of the Trees correction was unknown. In 1963Rajnak and Wybourne21 showed that the Trees correction, and indeed other corrections, were mimingcon�guration interaction e�ects. This led to a whole industry of e�ective operators which continues tothis day not only in atomic physics but also in extensions of the Judd-Ofelt theory of transitions27;28 inlanthanide and actinide bearing crystals and solutions.In constructing e�ective operators one is really trying to set up a minimal basis of invariants, ortechnically an integrity basis29. All other invariants are then polynomials in those of the integrity basisset of invariants. Thus in the fn�shell the three invariants arising from second-order perturbation theorycan be taken in parameterised form as�L(L+ 1) + �C2(G2) + C2(SO7) (18)where the three operators are just the second-order Casimir invariants of the groups SO3, G2 and SO7respectively. Add to those the four Slater Coulomb integrals F0, F2(f; f), F4(f; f) and F6(f; f) asparameters and one has seven parameters which is precisely the number of SL terms in the two-electroncon�guration f2.E�ective operators have been, largely, the success of the interacting boson model (IBM) ofnuclei(see ref.[30] and references contained therein). In that case one has a chain of groups to describethe basis states and constructs e�ective Hamiltonians in terms of invariant operators and endeavours to�t the observed nuclear level spectra.Clearly e�ective operators are our way of hiding our ignorance and lack of success with ab initiomethods.Back to Electron ComplexesKellman16 has recently discussed the construction of e�ective Hamiltonians for two-electron n = 2complexes starting with the Casimir operators P (P + 2) +Q2 for his group O(4)12 and L(L + 1) for theO(3)12 subgroup. It is somewhat surprising that he does not include the second SO(4) Casimir operator,Q(P + 1), which has the e�ect of lifting the degeneracy of the SO(4) states [PQ]� for Q 6= 0. He givesdetailed examples with �ts to actual spectra in the case of doubly excited states. As he notes one of thedi�culties is that the group O(4)12 has been constructed in terms of the di�erence in the Runge-Lenzvector of the two electrons and hence his e�ective Hamiltonian cannot be consistently extended to morethan two electrons. In addition there is the problem of interpreting spurious states if U (4)12 is introduced.An alternative might be to use the SO(5) model suggested above. In that case one has, in addition tothe usual O(4)12 e�ective operators, the possibility of using the two independent Casimir invariants forSO(5). Again I leave that task to someone else. The methods outlined in ref. [30] are probably relevant.Fini : : :
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